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INTRODUCTION
The present trend In modern agriculture Is toward a
more highly epeolallzed and Intensified typo of farming^ re
quiring equipment designed espeolally for the particular
need* This type of farming glyes rise to many new problems
In design, construction, planning and operation i^loh must be
solved before the optimum may be reached.
In the well planned farailng program designed to main
tain the fertility of the soil and at the same time prod
uce the best yields, the use of livestock with a carefully
planned system of crop rotation has been found to be the
most practicable and effective up to the present time.
This type of a farming program requires a well planned lay
out of the farm, which In turn requires the use of adequate
fencing. The primary function of a farm fence Is to Indi
cate the boundaries and prevent livestock from straying and
destroying crops. Because of inadequate fencing much loss
has occurred each year from damge to both livestock and
growing crops.
The farm fence is a structure that Is considered by
most farmers as entirely an overhead expense rather than an
investment. It would seem that in a well planned farming
program that the fencing should be considered as a part of
the investment in equipment necessary for the successful
pursuit of a particular type of farming, and treated accord-
-XB-
Ingly. To the laymn, anythijig that has a physical
presentation proves to his satisfaction its properties.
Because it Is difficult to show the physical value of
adequate fencing in a manner conclusive to the farmer,
the fence has suffered severely* However, one of the
best indications as to the financial condition of a part
icular farming oommonity is the condition of its buildings
and fences.
Perhaps a minor point, but nevertheless one worthy of
consideration, is that of the aesthetic value of adequate
fencing. It is a gratifying Bensation to drive over the
countryside and see a well kept neatly fenced farmstead,
while on the other hand it is very dspressin^ to see the
buildings and fences in an advanced state of decay.
Aside from the work done on the mterials of construc
tion of the fence, very little has been done in the way
of research on both the econoffiic and engineering phases of
fencing. The Pressure Treated Fence Post Institute in
cooperation with the Agricultured Engineering Depart
ment of Iowa State College sponsored a fellowship for the
purpose of studying some of the problems of fencing.
The purpose of this investigation was to study the
causes for failure of the fenoe end and comer construc
tions.
-13-
RSTIBW OF LITERA-nJBK
Until recently very little work has been done in the
way of research on the problems of fencing. No investi-
gatlonal work related directly to this study has been
reported* The following suinmary deals with material that
is related indirectly to this problem and is of iix^ortance
in its solution.
A surrey made by the l^ana Fence Institute (6) in 20
states showed that approximately one third of the fence^
ranging from 25^ in some oases to as high as 60^ In others,
was totally unfit for the purpose for which it was intended.
According to this survey the economic life expected from
most fences Is approximately 15 years without repairs, and
the percenteige of poor fence should be approximately 6.6%.
This surrey shows the extent of neglect of the farm fence.
The diffioolty in showing the ralu* of adequate fencing
is expressed by Miller (8) as follows;
"In the case of the farm fence, as In all farm struc
tures, it is as difficult to prore its value as an investment
as it is to prove there is truth in the old saying 'They also
serve who sit and wait*, it is so easy to see the value of
the equipment used in raising a crop, such as a drill or
binder, or of power and labor used to operate the equlr-aent,
because there is activity. The transfer of energy can be
definitely measured, so the value or cost of the service
-14-
can easily be oT&laated* Activity also attracts attention
so that the serrioes can be recognized*"
The function of the comer or end construction is giren
by Qiese (3) as follows:
"In a properly stretohcd fence, the end or corner po^ts
must be relied upon to hold the fence tight, even ¥^en ex
cessive stress is applied by livestock pushing against it.
In colder climates, some provision must be made to resist
frost action v^hich tends to raise the posts. Braces above
the ground must be of such construction and ao applied as to
transmit a portion of the load from the end or corner post to
the brace post or pier, and to remain in place throughout the
life of the fence. Because of the important functions of
these end and corner posts, they may be truly called the
'Heart* of the fence".
f-Sartin (7) gives the following as the proper way to set
comer or end posts:
"For end posts, select some of the best trees, about
sixteen inohes in diameteri from v^ich taJce cuts eight and
a half feet in length» splitting them in quarters for brace
posts* ^hey should be set three feet in the ground
li^en setting the brace posts, take a stone eighteen inohes
to two feet long, twelve inches wide and six inches thick,
which is put down against the post edgewise, on opposite
side to the brace •••••putting it doim about even with the
-15-
surface of the ground. This holds the post solid against
the braoe, A heart rail» ten feet in length isalces a good
hraoe".
The proper way to braoe corner posts is giTen b/
Seubauer (9) as follows:
"Bracing of the corner posts should be very carefully
and strongly made, as the comer post strength really deter
mines the strength of the entire fence. The posts them
selves are usually larger end stronger than line posts.
Two types of bracing are in common use, one having a hori
zontal brace between the tops of the posts, and the other
having a diagonal braoe with its high end at the corner
post. In each case, it is necessary to have diagonal wire
bracing, the lower end being toward the fence corner. The
wooden or steel bracing takes the compressive stress, while
the wires ere in tension. It is well to use both of these
braces, in series, for a tight fence, although either brace
alone might be sufficient for three wire pasture comers or
ends."*
Hazen (4) gives the following specifications for an
end or corner construction;
**(1) The bearing pressure caused by the wire tension
shall be divided between an anchor and the butt
of a suitable end poet, each resting against
undisturbed soil.
-le
ts) Twisting together of anchor vires to obtain
tension is prohibited; slack is to be taken
up with turnbuckles or eyebolts*
(S) Brace bars are attached to posts by bands,
dowels, angles, or straps. Toenalling is
prohibited,
(4) Regular corner construction is necessary at
all angles although the fence may conform to
gentle curves if each line post is keeled at
and below the groundline".
From the results of a surrey of farm fences on 146 farms
located in Butler, ?ranfclin, Orundy, and Hardin Counties,
Iowa, Allbaugh (1) states the following:
"A third of these men preferred 8" corner posts and
another third preferred 6" ana 7** comer posts* Of the 134
farmers answering, 106 wanted 8-foot corner posts and 15
wanted 7-foot corner posts, w4iile the remainder preferred
them longer than either of these. In setting the corner
posts, 65 preferred to set them about 4 feet in the ground,
while 51 desired to set them 3 to 3-l/S feet in the ground,
The reports indicated that the majority preferred
7" or 8" corner posts, 8 feet in length and set 3-1/2 to 4
feet in the ground. A few felt that 6" posts set 2-1/2 to
3 feet in the ground would be sufficient".
In general, the corner or end post should be from eight
-17-
to nine feet in length, six to eight Inohes in diameter and
set three to four feet in the ground. The braoe should be
not less than about ten feet in length and fastened to the
end or corner post at a height of three and one half to
four feet abore the ground. Anchor logs should be used to
prevent the end post from rising out of the ground • When
en anchor set separately froa the end or corner post is
used, a mnch shorter brace may be used.
-18-
ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM
Field Study
Introduction.
In order to o)>taln noaa first hand inforsation and peimit
a oareful examination of fence comer and end failures, the
first part of the inrestigational work was in the form of a
field studyw At first a surrey was considered ia which
enough data was to he collected to give pertinent information
ea to the common practices and dimensions of fence corner and
end constructions, hut the plan was ahaadoned because of the
large amount of time necessary to obtain results of any value
to this InTestigation. Instead, the results of Allbaugh's (1)
surrey in addition to the field obserrations and reriew of
literature were used in selecting the dimensions of the con
structions used in the experimental work.
The field study was confined to those constraotions that
were still intact atruoturally whether or not they siiowed signs
of failure.
Oh.1eot of Study.
The object of this study was to make field obserrations
of the factors affecting failures in fence end and corner
ooABtruotioii8«
-19-
Vertloal MoTemant of the find or Oornar Poat,
Perhaps the most eirideiit factor in the causes for failure
in end and corner oonstraotions as observed in the fields was
that of the uplifting or Tertical movement of the comer or
end post. In all but a few of the constructions observed there
was some degree of Tertloal oovement. It was not possible to
determine In all eases whether or not the ooastruotion was
anchored» or how deep the end or comer post was set in the
ground. Also, it was not possible to correlate this factor
with any other factor. The vertical movement of the end or
corner post was caused by the heaving of the frost action in
the soil and the vertical component of the fence load.
The construction shown in Figure 1 is a typical failure
of this type, a*he length of span was approximately 9 feet
and the brace height was approximately 3 1/3 feet. There were
five Ko» 12 1/2 gege barbed wires attached to the comer poat.
The tension member was a doubled strand of Ho. 9 ffi&ooth gal
vanized wire.
In Figure 2 the length of span was approximately 11 feet.
There were only three barbed *riLres fastened to the end post.
The end post in this particular structure was completely out
of the ground showing a depth of set of approximately two feet.
The comer post of the construction shown in Figure 3
was approximately 10 Inches la diameter and the span was
approximately eight feet in length. An 832-6-11 woren wire
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fence and three barbed wires were attached to the corner post.
The rertical sioTement in this case was not as pronounced as it
was the case of the oonatruotions shown in Figures 1 and 2.
A short ^an of approximately fire feet in length is
shown in Figure 4. Thia oonstruotion has two diagonal braces
each of a doubled strand of barbed wire. As can be seen the
oonstruotion was still intact structurally, but it was not
holding the fence as was intended.
Horizontal Moyement of the jSnd or Comer Post,
This cause for failure seemed to be incorporated with, and
a result of, the vertical moyeaient, and did not lend itself
well to field obseryations because changes in soil conditions
keeps the soil filled in around the base of the post. HowsTert
in some oases v^ere the comer construction was still intact*
the fence was loose indioating that either the wire had
stretehed or that the comer post had mored laterally.
Inadequate Compression Brace Fasteners.
Toe-nailing was the most common method of fastening vood
compression members to the end and brace posts. Figure 5 shows
a typical connection between the end post and the c^ipression
brace. The ends of the compression member are weathered and
cracked in excess of the rest of the member and the nails are
no longer effeetire in holding the brace in place. A very
slight load applied perpendicular to the axis of the brace was
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sufflcient to dislodge the brace. The support furnished the
bx^Lce by the wire tension members was almost as effective as
were the nails.
Inadequate Compression Brace^
Many oonatruotlons were obserred vdxere the ooi^resaloB
brace had buckled or was buckling* Figure 1 shows a two Inch
pipe compression member that Is buckling. Wood compression
members less than about 4 Inches on the least side shovred a
tendency to warp and buckle, but it was difficult to determine
In most oases Aether or not the buckling was caused by the
loading, by inferior materials, by weathering, or by a combina
tion of some or ell of these factors. It was evident In the
ease of unseasoned wood that buckling and warping was caused
essentially by the weathering of the wood. In Figure Z the
oompresslon brace Is a 4** x 1** wood member about II feet long.
This brace showed no signs of buckling or warping possibly
because It was made of seasoned wood and the load was not
severe.
Inadequate Tension Member.
This type of failure as In the case of the horizontal
movement of the end post was rather difficult to Isolate In the
field because a slack tension member could be caused by one of
any of the other failures without any evidence as to the condl*-
tlon of the tension member before failure ooourred* In most
-24-
oases the tension m6i3A>er made from a doable strand of Ho* 8
or No. 9 gage BEaooth galvanized vvire, or a double strand of
barbed wire. The rtieiaber was tightened by inserting a rod
through the strands and twisting until the structure had the
desired ri-^idity. The failure of the tension member could be
caused by the wire being stretched by overload, by the wire
untwisting, or by the wire loosening at the points of fastening
and slipping on the post. In Figure 5 the end post was set
sufficiently deep in the ground to prevent rotation of the base
of the post, but the load caused by the feaoe bent the post from
the ground line up. The top of the post had moved about 11
inches laterally, but even so, the fence was still In fair condi
tion. This particular failure was caused by the rod used to
twist the wire together slipping from the loop and allowing the
wire to untwist.
\
Failure of ^Saterlals,
Though the field study was confined primarily to a study
of the mechanics of fence end construction, the importance of
adequate structural materials was brought forcibly to mind by
the large number of total failures caused partially or *aiolly
by the decay of the materials used in the construction. Total
failures were of little value in the study of the mechanics of
fence end construction because there was no chance to Isolate
any one factor*
-25-
Inferlor Workmanship>
In the final analysis this faotor covers a large majority
of the failures. Regardless of how well designed the oonstruo-
tioa may he, or how good the materials used are, careless or
faulty Installation will cause a premature failure a large per
centage of the tinie. It seems that the job of fence building
is put off until it becomes absolutely necessary to do some
construction, and then is done in a minimum of time with a
maximum of errors or malpractices. It takes very little longer
to install a good fence, and a little care at the time of
Installation will save much expense and time at a future date*
Structures Sivlng Satisfactory Serrice.
Special attention was given to structures that wer«
giving satisfactory service in en effort to determine the
qualities or structural features that produced these satis
factory results. The corner post of the construction shown
in Figure 7 is anchored to an old tree stump to prevent further
lateral movement of the top of the post. This suggests that an
anchor of some type might be necessary to prevent failures of
this type.
The oonstructlon shown in Figure 8 is composed of two end
constructions ia series. Although there was evidence of some
lateral movement of the top of the comer post, all the fences
on this particular farm were in excellent shape, and from all
appearances had been installed for some time.
-26-
Very few ooas'tructions were observed having an oaohor ot
any sort with the exception of the oomtierolal eteel comers.
In dlsottsslBg the problem with the farmers It seems that con
siderable time and labor la necessary to Install an anchor,
and for that reason they do not use lt«
flMMwiftTy and Conolnslons*
The causes for failure In fence end and corner construc
tions aa obserrod in the field may be divided into two classes;
mechanics and materials.
'ilje following causes for failure may be classed under
mechanics:
(X) Vertical movement of the end or corner post*
(S) Horizontal movement of the end or comer post,
(3) Inferior workmanship.
The following causes for failure may be classed under
materials:
(1) Inadequate compression brace fasteners.
(2) Inadequate compression brace.
(3) Inadequate tension brace.
(4) Structural taembers of poor durability.
The field study indicated most of the factors causing
failure ia end and comer constructions, it was the object
of rest of the study to isolate and determine the importance
of aa many of these factors as possible.
-27-
Structural Analysis
Introduction.
The fence end construction as In the case of many other
farm structures has not been designed, but has been the pro
duct of evolution. Xn the early wire fences it was found that
a brace was necessary to prevent rotation of the end poet and
the ultimate loosening of the fenee. The ftlmplest method of
bracing the end post was to lean another post against it*
Difficulties In keeping the brace in place soon led to the use
of a brace post and a wire tension member, and in some cases
to the use of anchors.
The reason the fence end construction has not been de
signed is that the requirements or condition under which it
must operate have not been determined, and also, it has not
been considexred of enough importance in congparlaoii with the
other problems of farm structures design to warrant consider*
ation*
A good fence end construction Is one that will resist
displacement iirtien the loading caused by the fence wire Is
placed upon it. The loading in the fence wire may be caused
by one factor or a combination of factors such as, initial
stretching of the wire, contraction of the wire caused by a
change of temperature and impact or transverse loading
caused by animals leaning on and running into the fence.
The oagnltude of the fence loads may be quite severe as is
-80-
eTldeneed by the faot that the wire is often times given a
peroianent stretch*
The large variation In slses and types of fenee wire
aakes the problem of fence loading one of such a magnitude
that a separate study would be necessary to obtain z«salts
of any consequence and value to this study* Also, because
of the wide variation of soil types and the uncertain
properties of the first 3 feet of soils as a whole, it was
felt that an atternpt to analyze a structure by calculation for
a given set of soil conditions would be of little value,
especially until some of the characteristics of the structure
under load were determined*
For these reasons the struetaral analysis was confined to
a study of the load distribution in the end oonstructlon and
an investigatioa of the allowable loads on some of the braces
found In the field*
Object of analysis.
The object of this analysis was to determine: (a) the
effect of arrangenient of the strjctural members of an end
construction on the load distribution of the fence load by a
graphical analysis, and (b) the allowable load on some of the
braces found in the field.
Procedure.
The end construction shown in irigure 9a has an arbitrary
fence load K on the end post which is transmitted by simple
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beam aetion to thm panel point C and the support AB. Thn
magnitudes of the portions of load K transmitted to 0 and AB
are representated by load« and Pg respeotirely. The load
^2 taken by the support which is the earth around the base
of the end post* Load is transaiitted throu^ the braces
to the end and brace poets, and finally to the ground, yince
load causes the vertical force on the end post, the stress
diagrams for this part of the study were dravm using the
load P^ applied at point C. Figure 9 a shows the stress
diagrams for a change in length of span. For a given load
and span no change in vertical component could be obtained
by changing the asrraogeaent of the bracing as shown in figure
9b.
In the case of structures with cross braces as shown in
figure 9c, it was not possible to draw stress diagrams be
cause the supports at M and K would have to be fixed to prev
ent rotation, and when the supports take a moment, the
structure is no longer statically determinate. If the nature
of the support furnished by the soil could be determined, an
analysis using the elastic properties of the materials of
construetlon could be made» but the uncertain properties of
the soil and materials of construction would not warrant an
analysis of this kind.
Inclining the brace post as shown in Figure 9d indi
cated a possible solution to the vertical force factor in
-31-
unanohored constructions* V/hen the angle between the brace
CD and the brace post D? is increased ^ the stress la the
tension member DB is decreased and as a result, the Tertleal
force on the end post is decreased* The stress in the
tension member could be reduced to zero if it were possible
to increase the angle between the brace and the brace post
to leo degrees»
The effect of the arrangement of the structural members upon
the vertical component of the load on the end post.
In an unanchored construction the diagonal braces carry
the load which causes the vertical force on the end post.
These loads may be divided into a horizontal and a vertioal
component. Ihe vertical component of the load on the ezid
post in combination with the heaving of frost action, consti
tute the major causes for failures of an end construction by
the vertioal movement of the end post* The vertical com
ponent of the load must be taken either by an anchor or by
the friction of the end post against the soil, or by both.
The curve shown in Figure 9o gives the relationship
between the length of span and the vertical force on the end
post for the given loading and height of brace. The equation
of this curve is xy«o, where i and y ere the vertical force
and length of span respectively, and e is a constant. This
eurve shows that a short span would have a relatively large
vertical force as oos^ared to a longer span. As ftir as the
-3£-
effeot of the arrangement of the stiruotural members on the
•ertioal force Is concerned, the length of span is the most
important factor.
Inclining the brace post as shown in Figure 9d resulted
in a substantial reduction of the vertical force on the end
post. The stress diagram for seversl angles of inclination
were drawn* An angle of about 45 degrees seemed to be the
most satisfactory from the standpoint of reducing the vertl-
eal forcey and at the same tinae keeping the length of the
brace post within reason, lliis type of arrangement also
offered a possible solution to the problem of long compres
sion braces.
i'he effect of the arrangement of the structural me .bers on
the horizontal component of the brace load.
In the case of the arrangement shown in Figure 9a, all
the horizontal component of the brace load is taken by the
end post. Grossed braced arrangements as the one shown la
Figure 9o distrlbates the horizontal load between the end
post and the brace post, if the compression brace is attached
near the ground line and the soil is sufficiently strong to
prevent rotation, the tension member would not carry any load,
and all the horizontal component of the compression brace
would be taken by the brace post. However, since the soil
in most oases is not sufficiently strong to prevent rotation,
there will be a load in the tension member, and as a result,
a portion of the horizontal component of the brace load will
be transmitted to the end post.
-33-
The Inolinad braoe arrangement shown in ulgure 9d
reduces the horizontal component of the braoe load as the
angle between the compression brace and the brace post is
Increased. If it were possible to increase the angle
between the brace post and the compression brace to 180 de
grees » the horizontal cofl^ponent would be taken entirely by
the ooi!^resalon brace and the brace post and no tension
member would be necessary*
Loads on end post caused by initial stretching of the fenee
wire.
The proper initial tension for sumrner stretching in a
standard 8-32-11 woven wire fence Is given by Reynolds (10)
as 1600 Ibs.y and for a ao, 13-1/2 gage barbed wire as 250
lbs* As part of the analysis of the problem a dynamometer
was placed In a standard 632-6-9 woven wire fence at the
time of stretching. The loads for two separate stretehes
were 2300 lbs. and 2600 lbs. respectively, ais particular
fence was being constiructed by men trained according to the
methods recommended by the company manufacturing the wire.
These loads give some idea as to the load placed on an
end construction at the time of installation and the load a
compression brace might be expected to take, for an 832-6-9
woven wire fence with 4 barbed wires^ the total load on the
end post at the time of stretching would be approximately
-54-
3500 lbs*
xhe amount of this load the brace would be expected to
carry would depend upon the brace height, but it would be
safe to asBoae for the sake of calculation that the brace
would carry 2000 Iba. or less.
Calculation of allowable loads for ucsw of the braces found
In tha field.
In many of the constructions observed the compression
member had buckled or was buckling. This failure could be
caused by the use of too small a cross section or by the
deterioration of the materials from which the brace is made.
thB following is a result of the calculations for com
pression braces:
Type of Brace Calculated allowable load.
11)2" steel pipe 11 feet in length 7600 lbs,
(2) 1-1/2" steel pipe 9 feet in length 5300 lbs,
(3) 4" X 4" X 11* wood member .....6400 lbs.
(4) 4" round wood member 11' in length 5000 lbs,
(5j 3" ro.md wood member 11' In length......1600 lbs.
For steel compaTesslon members the formula 12) S • 10OOO/1+
L2/i8000r® (members of L/'R ratio 120-200) was used in making
the calculations. L^length in inches, r-radius of gyration
in inches* s*allowable uuit stress*
For wood members the formula (12) P/A » 0.274J£/(L/d)^
(members of l/D ratios greater than Kwhere K«0.64(fi/y) '^''^ )
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was used In making the calculations. P "load in lbs* A * area
of the cross section* L* the unbraced length in inches. P *
least side in inches. JS • modulus of elasticity. The iS and 8
Qsed in these calculations were 1,600,000"^ and 1,400 p.s.i.
respectively.
*rha breaking load for a single strand of «o. 9 gage
standard smooth galvanized wire Is approximately 1400 lbs»
The allowable stress on wire is usually taken froa 1/3 to 1/5
of the breaking strength so the allowable load on a double strand
of No. 9 wire would be approximately 900 lbs. For a double
strand of No. 12 l/2 gage barbed wire the allowable load would
be 650 lbs. On this basis the unit tensile stress is 27,000 p,8.i.
In the case of the compression -lotrLbers the failures are
evidently oaased by the use of poor materials and not because
the section of the member was too small. The use of initially
warped members or members of poor durability, and in the
case of steel, the use of discarded boiler types vdiioh are
rusted through, all lead to premature failures of the end
construction.
Oiese (3) recommends 3 double strands of No. 9 wire for
a tension member for a 9 foot crossed braced arrangement.
On basis of these calculations, 3 double strands would carry
a maximum safe load of 2700 lbs., which is sufficient for
this type of arreoigement because the tension member carries a
load equal to or less than the brace load depending upon the
-36-
size of posts, depth of set and condition of the soil in
which the end construction is set. These calculations show
that for a brace load of 2000 lbs, a double strand of No. 9
wire is far from being sufficient for a tension member.
£Ten in fences with braoe loads of only 1000 lbs. a double
strand of No* 9 wii^ would not be suffioient, and for this
reason many of the end ooastruotions in the field are
falling.
Summary and Conolusions.
The following is a summary of this part of the analysis:
(1) Length of span is the most important factor af
fecting the vertical force on the end post of
horizontal braoe arrangements.
(2) Orossed braoe arrangements were not analyzed be-
oause they are statically indeterminate.
(3) Inclining the braoe post of the horizontal brace
arrangements reduces both the Tertieal and
horizontal components of the braoe load that
are transmitted to the end post.
(4) No effect on the vertical force on the end post
was obtained by moving the panel point on the
brace post both above and below the horizontal.
(5) The crossed braoe arrangement has less horizontal
force on the end post than does the horizontal
braoe arrangement* The amount of horizontal
-37-
foree depends upon the stability- of the braee and
end posts*
(6) Failures in compression members are caused by
using initially warped and decayed members» and
members of poor durability.
(7) Failures in tension members are caused by using
members of insufficient size.
(G) The load on an end construction at the time of in
stallation varies from 1000 lbs. to 4000 lbs. for
ordinary types of fences found in the field.
-38-
EXPSRIIvtSNTAL
Tests on Models
Introduction.
The results of the structural analysis of the fence
end oonatruotion indicated that the length of span and
arrangement of the structural members had an Important bear
ing on the Tertical force on the end post. Weather condi
tions would not permit the testing of full scale specimens
under actual field conditions, so it was decided to test
scale models in the laboratory until outside work could be
done. As in the case of niost experimental work done on a
comparitire basis, it was necessary to select a set of eon-
ditions and maintain them throughout the tests.
Object of tests.
The object of these tests was to determine the effect
of arraijgement and length of span on the holding power of
•the fence end construction under laboratory conditions.
Selection of specimens.
The dimensions of the structural members were chosen
from the results of Allbaugh's (1) survey and the recom
mendations by Oiese (3). The arrangements were chosen as a
result of the field study and were as nearly representative
of those found in practice as was possible. Because of the
wide variety of arrangements found, it was difficult to
-39-
ehose a definite set of arrangements to be representatlTe
of the lot. The use of larger compression members than
neoessary was justified by the fact that this part of the
study was confined to the structural features of arrangement
and length of span.
The same end and brace posts were used throughout the
tests ivlth the exception that the end post had to be re
placed once during the tests because of fracture.
The height of fastening the compression member to the
end post was talcen as 4 feet fall scale, or 2 feet to the
scale used.
The post connector shown in Figures 16 and 17 was used
in Hiak-ing all compression member fastenings and was used
throughout all the experimental work to determine its practi-
bility. It was developed by R. R. Cunningham, formerly with
the Fordyce-Crossett Sales Conqpanj. With the use of this
connector it was possible to make an end construction entirely
of woodf which in a prefabrieated end construction would
possibly be a desirable feature.
Arrangement No. 11 was set up but data was not taken
because of its length and the difficulties Xtk adapting the
equipment to fit it. The arrangetaents tested are shown in
Figure 10.
Apparatus.
A sketoh of the apparatus used in making these tests is
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shows la Figure 11 and Is described In the following para
graphs.
Holding medium. The selection of a holding medium for
the end constmiotlon presented the most serious problem In
the design of the apparatus. At first earth was considered
in an effort to slmilate actual field condltioBS, but the
faet that it would be neeessary to work the soil after each
trial produeed problems of moisture control and oompactiozr
ii4xloh could not be handled in the laboratory in a reasonable
lexigth of time.
Dry sand confined against flowing by partitions or bear
ing places was tried, but the results were indifferent. The
sand would seemingly pack and slip at Irregular intervals,
and the end post would not pull out uniformly. Also, the
sand was hard to handle and pack around the base of the posts.
The next trials were made with sand moistened to rarying
degrees and were found to be quite satisfactory. The
moisture content of the sand finally used was approximately
5-l/S?b, or Just enough to leave a slight trace of moisture
when pressed firmly in the hand.
Sandbox. The specimens were set In the sand box as
shown in Jfigure 11. It was made from No. 2 grade fir and
was fastened together entirely with bolts, strap Iron and
steel tie rods. Circular corrugated timber connectors were
used to fasten the brace for the pulley mandrel. The sand
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was oonfined against failure ia lateral ahear by means of two
partitions plaoed one on either side of the end post» and
parallel to the speoimen. These partitions eerred as bearing
plates» transmitting the force equally orer the entire eross
section of the sand. Morable partitions were used to accom
modate a change in length of span, thereby reducizig the amount
of sand to beb&ndled for each test.
Loading apparatus. The load was applied by means of a
Buffalo Testing Machine* A 3/8** wire rope cable was attached
to the machine and run over two 7*' double roll ball bearing
pulleys to ^re the proper height of load application. The
pulley on the bottom of the testing machine was anchored to
the floor, as is shown in Figure 11.
Measuring apparatus. The vertioal movement of the top
of the end post iras observed by means of a Dumpy Level and a
scale divided into tenths of an inch. The load was measured
by the testing machine, and the horizontal movement of the
end post was measured by means of a strain gage built in the
machine. The horizontal and vertical movements were recorded
to the nearest one hundredth of an inch and the load was
measured to the nearest 100 pounds.
Procedure.
After several preliminary trials a testing procedure
was adopted and followed throughout the tests so as to have
^44-
as nearly the same conditions as possible*
Setting the speolmen. The first step in the procedure
was tesipering the sand and setting the specimen preparatory
to the actual testing. The sand was tempered and mixed
thoroughly at the beginning of each day and from time to time
additional moisture was added to condensate for the drying
caused by handling after each test. Figure 12 shows the
sand and specimen prepared for installation. Each 6** layer
of sand was tamped as firmly as was possible with concrete
hand tampers. These tampers with the rest of the equipment
are shown in figure 13. Allnging was done by means of a
plumb*bob as shown in Figure 13.
Testing the specimen. The slaok was taken out of the
cable by applying an initial load of 50 lbs. The load was
applied as uniformly as possible» and the readings for load,
horizontal movement and vertical movement were taken when the
balance beam on the testing machine first raised for the
desired increment of load. No attempt was made to keep the
beam balanced during a set of readings. The load increments
had to be determined by the characteristics of the particular
arrangement being tested because of the wide variation between
the points of failure of the various arrangements. JTlgure 14
shows a specimen being loaded, figure 15 shows the vertical
movement of the top of the end post being observed by meana of
a level and a scale.
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Failure was considered as that point at which the
specimen continued to move both horizontally and Tortloally
without an addition of load* This point was well defined
for most of the arrangements. Typical failures are shown
in Figure 16.
Results.
The data for these tests are presented la Table I.
For each run readings were taken for the Tertloal and hori
zontal morements of the end post. In Table 1, **T" is the
vertical movement and is the horizontal movement.
These tests show rather conclusively the effect of the
arrangement of the structural members on the vertical force
on the end post. The conditions as they were set up In the
laboratory allowed failure to oeour only as a result of the
vertical foree on the end post. Because of the holding
medium used and the confinement against failure in bearing
and lateral shear, these same results would not be expected
in tests under actual field conditions. It was the purpose
of this part of the study to Isolate as nearly as possible
the factor of vertical uplift on the end post.
The curves In Figure 19 show the relationahip between
the vertical movement of the top of the end post and the load
for each arrangement. The difference in end points of the
runs for any one arrangement was caused by slight dis-
orepeneies in the testing proeedure, and for this reason
-47-
TABLE I. DATA FOR TESTS ON MODELS.
Load Arrangement 1 :ArranKeraent 2
In Hun X : Hun 8 : Hun 3 Hun 4 : Hun 1 : Hun 2
11)3. Y : ^ : V : H : V : E V : H : V : H : V
0000 0.00 :0.00:0.00:0.00:0.00:0 .00 0.00:0.00:0.00:0.00:0.00
300 0.01 :0.39 ;0.01:0.24:0.00:0 .47 0.00:0.46:0.02:0.46:0.02
. 600 0.04 ;0.69 ;0.06:0.54:0.09:0 .83 0.08:0.78:0.07:0.84:0.08
700 0.10 :0.8i :0.12:0.67:1.94:2.36 0.12:0.89: : :
800 0.18:0.98:0.21:0.82:2.48:2.88 0.18:1.01: : :
900 0.42 :1.20 :0.40:1.07: 0.26:1.14:0.25:1.25:0.27
1000 0.79 :1.59 :1.80:2.07: : 1.30:1.99: : :0.38
1100 •• » « • •• • • • 2.32:2.78: : :0.67
lEOO •• • • • •• • • « : :1.11:2.14:0.92
1300 • • • • •• 49m : ;2.22:2.99:1.25
Load Arraniicement 2 continued : Arrangement 3
In 2 Run 3 : Run 4 ; Hun 5 : Hun 1 : Hun 2
lbs. n V H : V : H : V H : V : H : V : E
0000 0-00 0.00 0.00:0.00:0.00:0 .00 0.00:0.00:0.00:0.00:0.00
300 0.33 0.00 0.42:0.01:0.50:0 .02 0.35:0.02:0.32:0.01:0.46
600 0.70 0.02 0.96:0.06:0.81:0 .05 0.71:0.03:0.62:0.03:0.80
900 1.10 0.06 1.26:0.12:1.10:0 .13 1.03:0.07:0.92:0.09:1.13
1000 1.24 « • *• • # • • • •• • 4 •
1100 1.52 • • «* • » • * • *• « • «
1200 1.76 0.18 1.61:0.26:1.43:0 .30 1.42:0.17:1.24:0.24:1.48
1300 » • • • • • •# • • •
1400 :0.33:1.70:0 .59 1.77: : : ;
1500 0.63 2.19:0.54:1.85:0 .87 2.07:0.41:1.74:0.63:2.01
1600 0.95 2.52:0.77:2.00: • * • •» • • •
1700 :1.30:2.56: :0.75:2.14:1.06:2.48
1800 : : : :0.88:2.31:1.41:2.80
1900 • • •• • « :1.42:2.89:1.85:2.87
2000 : • • •• • • : : :2.05:3.07
Note: Y - Vertloal ISoTeamnt of rost*
H • Horizontal MoTement of Post*
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TABLE I, CONTINUED.
Load 7 continued : Arrangement 8
in Run 2 : Run 3 : Run 1 : Run 2 : Kun 3 :Hun 4
lbs* V : H : V H : V : H : V R : V : H : V
0000 0,00:0,00 :0.00 0.00 :0.00:0.00:0.00 0.00:0.00:0.00 :0.00
300 0.04:0.43 :0.02 0.37 :0.04:0.59:0.02 0.39:0.03:0.39 :0.02
600 0.10:0.86 :0.18 1.00 :0.10:1.20:0.05 0.84:0.11:0.88 :0.06
900 0.25:1,35 :0.35 1.60 :0.18:1.69:0.IS 1.26:0.26:1.41 ;0.15
1200 0.47:0.91 :0.59 2.47 :0.36:1.99:0.22 1.68:0.53:2.03 :0.27
1500 0.76:2.53 :0.95 3.29 :0.63:2.65:0.40 2.15:0.88:2.-S :0.52
1700 1.01:3.02 :1.34 3.53 :0.88:2.82:0,5s 2.48:1.11:2.92 ;0.69
1800 1.37:3.10 :1.48 3.80 :1.09:2.15:0.52 2.57:1.30:3.25 :0.94
1900 1.43:3.22 :1.72 4.21 :1,48:4,31:0.68 2.88:1.41:3.49 :0.97
2000 1.54:3.45 :2.06 2.77 :1.70:4.71:0.82 2.94:1.56:3.82 :1.10
2100 1.80:3.91 ;2.52 5.23 : : :0,88 3.01:1.71:4.14 : 1.-25
2200 2.03:4.33 •• : : :0.96 3.23:1.83:4.45 :1.47
2«45s5.02 • * i 2X•05 3.44:2.03:4.86:1.70
2400 # • : : :1.18 3.71: : :1.94
2500 # • : : :1.29 3.«7: :
2600 •• : : :1.42 4.51: : •
2700 2 00 > * *X.60 4.69: : •
2800: # m• S S jX.79 4.85: :
Load 6 continued Arrangement 9
in 4 : Bun 5 Run 1 : Kun 2 : Bun 3 : Hnn 4
lbs. H V t t H : V : H : V : H : 7 H
0000 0.00:0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00:0.00:0.00: 0,00:0.00:0,00 0.00
300 0.39:0.03 0.42 0.01 0,33:0.00:0.29: 0.01:0.33:0.02 0,36
600 0.84:0.06 0.63 0.05 0.69:0.02:0.69: 0.04:0.41:0.06 0.71
900 1-30:0.14 1.S6 0.09 1.00:0.07:1.00: 0.06:0.74:0,13 1.02
1200 1.79:0.25 1.73 0.16 1.31:0.12:1.29: 0.12:1.26:0.24 1.33
1500 £.13:0.48 2.30 0.C8 1.63:0,27:1.63: 0.23:1.02:0.43 1.68
1700 38:0.67 2,71 0.39 1.86:0.40:1.90: 0.30:1.83:0.55 1.91
leoo 2.44:0.88 2.76 0.46 1.98:0.48:2.04; 0.41:2.06:0.63 2.06
1900 2.53:0.92 2.84 0.54 2.14:0.56:2.18: 0.44:2.10:0.72 2.19
2000 2.80:1.04 2.98 0.63 2.28:0.67:2.56: 0.49:2.21:0.82 2.34
2100 3.06:1.16 3.22 0.74 £.44:0.78:2.75: 0.58:2.36:0.91 2.48
2200 3.48:1.24 3.45 0.85 2.61:0.86:2.89: 0.66:2.49:1.01 2.62
2300 3.90:1.40 3.79 1.03 2.85:0.95:3.02: : :1.23 2.87
2400 4.31:1.56 4.09 1.40 2.90:1.27:3.07: 0.97:2.64:1.53 2.93
2500 r :1.69 4.39 1.42 2.96:1.32:3.15: 1.78:2.72:1.55 2.99
2600 : »9 1.54 3,09:1.38:3.26: 1.86:2.81:1.64 3.09
2700 : • 3.54:1.48:3.40: 2.21:3.18:1.74 3.23
2800 I •# 2.02 3.78:1.84:3.82: 2.56:3.55:1.90 3.48
2900 : •• 2.31 4.23:2.06:4,09: : :2.03 3.63
3000 : •• 2,57 4.53:2.20:4.':'2: : :2.19 3.86
3100 : •• ;2.43:4.61: : :2.37 4.09
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TABLE I. CONTINUED.
Load Arraxuceisent 10 Arrangement 12
In Run 1 : Run 2 : Kun 3 Hun 4 Hun 1 :Run 2
lbs. V : H V H : V E V H 7 H : V
0000 •^.00 :0.00:0.00 0.00:0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00:0.00
500 0.01 ;0.31:0.00 0.35:0.00 0.43 0.03 0.56 0.03 0.28:0.01
600 0.02 : 0.59:0«02 0.67:0.02 0.78 0.06 0.93 0.09 0.68:0.19
900 0.05:0.88:0.09 0.98:0.05 1.16 0.14 1.27 0.21 1.11:0.81
1000 • •• • :1.00
1100 • * • :1.17
1200 0.11 :1.16:0.17 1.30:0.08 1.34 0.24 1.61 0.60 1.80 :1.31
1300 i : • 0.81 2.11 :1.62
1400 •• •• 1.36 2.8X :2.20
1500 0.21 1.47:0.28 1.66:0.15 1.66 0.35 1.98 2.47 3.71 ••
1700 0.29 1.69:0.37 1.90:0.21 1.90 0.47 2.26 ••
1800 0.34 1.81:0.40 2.03:0.26 2.01 0.53 2.40 ••
1900 0.39 1.93:0.45 2.16:0.30 2.12 0.60 2.53 ••
2000 0.44 2.05:0.50 2.29:0.33 2.24 0.67 2.67 •
2100 0.50 2.17:0.58 2.43:0.41 2.36 0.74 2.81 S
2200 0.66 2.30:0.65 2.60:0.44 2.51 0.80 2.95
2300 0.73 2.44:0.72 2.74:0.52 2.64 0.86 3.09 * >
2400 0.79 2.57:0.82 2.92:0.55 2.77 1.09 3.12
2500 0.90 2.72:0.90 3.07:0.60 2.90 1.11 3.17
2600 0.99 2.88:0.98 3.28:0.69 3.05 1.16 3.26 :
2700 1.31 2.94:1.26 5.34:0.85 3.10 1.22 3.38 9•
2600 1.32 3.00:1.28 3.40:0.91 3.33 1.31 3.53 •
2900 1.41 3.12:1.32 3.48:0.96 3.47 1.39 3.65 i
3000 1.50 3.26:1.38 3.60:1.01 3.63 1.52 3.83
3100 1.60 3.43:1.50 3.80: 1.63 4.02
3200 1.76 3.67:1.58 3.96: 1.74 4.20
3300 2.02 4.02:1.81 4.10: 1.88 4.43
3400 2.18 4.25:1.91 4.21: 1.99 4.61
3500 2.46 4.71: •• 2.14 4.84
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TABLE 1. CCNTINUHiD
Load 12 continued • Arrangement 13
in 2 Kun 3 Hun 4 : Run 1 : Run 2 : Bun 3
lbs. V H 7 H : t : H : V : H : V : H
oooo' 0.00 0. 00:0.00 0.00 0.00 :0,00 :0.00:0,00:0.00 :0.00:0.00
300 0.37 0. 03:0.50 0.02 0,41 :0.01 :0,42:0.01:0.35 :0.02:0.17
600 0.84 0. 11:1.14 0.09 0.82 :0.03:0.81:0.04:0.95 :0.10:0,57
900 1.75 0. 27:1.59 0.51 1.50 :0.07 :1.19:0.13:1.20 :0.29:1.51
1000 2.02 0. 38:1.75 0.80 1.87 0 » » •• • • • •• •
1100 2.30 0. 49:1.98 1.03 2.19
f •
i •
1200 2.55 0. 93:2.68 1.21 2.25 :0.S0 :1.66:0.24:1.59 :0.60:1.86
1300 2.99 1. 35:2.71 1.63 2.31 • i • • • t4 *
1400 3.59 2. 27:3.81 2.06 2.84 t• : : : ♦ *• •
1500 ;0.40 :2.17:0.47:2.16:1.14:2.73
1700 » :0.56 :2.56:0.68:2.56:1.34:3.15
1800 •• :0.68 :2.81:0.83:2.83:1.60:3.22
1900 #t :0.90 :2.86:1.18:2.89 :1.61:3.30
2000 fA :0.93 ;2.94:1.22:2.97 :1.73:3.52
2100 : rl.lO :3.20:1.27:3.14:1.95:3.87
2200 •• :1.20 :3.42:1.59:3.54 • 94 •
2300 •• ;1.38 :3.73:1.84:3.91 # 9• «
2400 •• :1.64:4.13:2.14:4.37 • •• »
2500 •• :1.88 :4.49:S.63:5.04 • •• «
2600 • :2.06 :4.80: : • •• •
Load 13 : Arrangemont 14 :Arrangement 15
In Hun 4 : Run 1 Run 2 Sun 3 : Run 1 :Run 2
llDS. f H : V : H V H V : H : V H : V
0000 0.00- 0.00:0.00: 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00:0.00:0.00 0,00:0.00
300 0.00' 0. 41:0,00: 0.15 0.02 0.46 0.02:0.39:0.01 0.38:0.02
600 0.04 0.83:0.05: 0,50 0.06 0.87 0.05:0.72:0.07 0.71:0.04
900 0.12 0.19:0.13: 0.85 0,13 1.21 0.14:1.07:0,25 1.17:0.10
1200 :1. 65:0.27: 1.31 0,25 1.60 0.26:1.45:0,59 1.74:0.23
1500 ;2. 15:0.48: 1.83 0,45 1.80 0.47:1.90:1.00 2.36:0.42
1700 0.25. 2. 55:0.68: 2.00 0.58 2.10 0,62:2.22:1.36 2.88:0.58
1800 :2.82:0.78: 2.20 0.66 2.28 0.71:2.39:1.62 3.05:0.65
1900 :2.92:0.87: 2.38 0.74 2.44 0.79:2.56:1.88 3.39:0.74
2000 0.48:3. 30:0.97: 2.59 0.83 2.61 0.88:2.74:2.10 3.71:0.84
2100 0.68 3. 56:1.21: 2.65 1.04 2.67 1.19:2.80:2.30 3.94:0.93
2200 0.81: 4. 00:1.26: 2.78 1.07 2.74 1.21:2.87: :1.08
2300 1.05:4.90:1.36: 2.97 1.11 2.87 1.26:2.98: :1.17
2400 1.11: :1.49: 3.22 1.20 3.02 1.35:3.16: :1.28
2500 1.23: :1.70: 3.57 1.29 3.22 1,47:3.36: :1.47
2600 1.40: :1.91: 3.92 1.39 3.40 1.60:3.57: :1.61
2700 2.02 :2.16: 4.31 1.57 3.72 1.74:3.80: :1.95
2800 •• :2.45; 4.81 1.70 3.99 1.94:4.10: :2.16
2900 1 « • 1.81 4.19 2.09:4.39: ••
3000 4 • •• • 1.94 4.43 S,66:4.64: ••
3100 • • •• « 2.31 4.. 51 2»45:5 *03: ••
3200 • «• • 2.51 4.91 « • •9
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TABLE !• CONTINUED.
Load
in
lt>s.
0000
300
600
900
1200
1500
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2600
Load
In
l^s.
00^
300
600
900
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
15 oontinued
2 : liun 3
"WI V
Arrangement 16
Eun 1 : Kun 2
Arrangement 17
Run 1 : Run 2
0.00:0.00
0,36:0.01
0.68:0.07
1.04:0.13
1.43:0.26
1.85:0.45
2.15:0.65
2.29:0.72
2.45:0.80
2.61:0.89
2.96:1.15
3.04:1.19
3.19:1.29
3.39;i,39
3.67:1.58
3.84:1.73
4.01:1.99
4.33:
T
0.00:
0.42:
0.86:
1.22:
1.58:
2.00:
2.35:
2.51:
2.67:
2.82:
3.05:
3.12:
3.29:
3.47:
3.70:
3.95:
4.25:
oTSo
0.02
0.06
0.09
0.19
0.38
0.53
0.63
0.73
0.83
1.02
1.20
1.53
Arrangement 18
Run 1 Kill? 8
T
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.19
0.51
0.63
0.81
1.13
1.35
1.96
K
0.00
0.16
0.54
0.81
1.34
1.53
1.78
2.14
2.44
3.10
:0.00
:0.01
:0.08
:0.26
:0.57
:0.83
:1.12
:1.51
:1.83
H
0.00
0.21
0.55
0.98
1.57
1.90
2.20
2.57
2.90
0.00:
0.34:
0.71:
1.00:
1.55:
1.92:
2.16:
2.34:
2.47:
2.87:
3.05:
3.62:
3.72:
H
0.00:
0.00:
0.02:
0.05:
0.12:
0.23:
0.36:
0.42:
0.56:
0.64:
0.76:
0.87:
1.07:
1.52:
0.00:
0.14:
0.48:
0.78:
1.07:
1.38i
1.64:
1.75:
1.81:
1.93:
2.16:
2.33:
2.53:
2.86:
0.00:
0.05:
0.11:
0.24:
0.46:
0.84:
1.23:
1.50:
1.65;
2.18:
2.60:
¥" V
0.00:0.00
0.41:0.00
0.77:0.04
1.15:0.19
1.63:0.49
£.25:0.83
2.82:1.02
3.08:1.20
8.33:1.27
3.02:1.40
3.58:1.70
:2.04
:2.34
2
07W
0.37
0.75
1.29
1.90
2.C2
2.87
2.94
3.09
3.37
3.62
4.12
5.57
Fig. 18, Typical Failures of Models.
Vig. 16. The Post Conaeotor Used in the Bxperioental
Woxlc.
7ig. 17. The Post Connector Installed.
y_
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Flg. 18.
Fig. 17
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soTeral runs vera made to insure arerage results*
1?he average horizontal morement of the oenter of the end
post for the arrangements tested is shown in Figure 20. It
l3 interesting to note that arrangements 1, Z, 3^ 4, 15, 16
and 16 all were crossed braoe arrangements, and all had e
relatively small amount of horizontal movement.
Arrangements 5, 6, 7, 8 and 14, all had relatively large
horizontal movements. With the exception of arrangement 14»
these arrangements all had the braoe attached at a greater
height on the braoe post than on the end post.
Arrangements 9 emd 10 were inclined brace post arrange
ments and had an average horizontal movement* Arzvngements
12, 13 and 17 wre horizontal brace arrangements, and they
also had an average horizontal movement.
In every case, the crossed braoe arrangements held the
load well up to a certain point, and then for no apparent
reason would Jump out of the sand*
The arrangexaents with braces fastened at a greater height
on the braee post than on the end post all twisted consider
ably iBore than did the other arrangements as is shown by their
relatively large horizontal movements.
Vfith the use of the post connector it was possible to use
wood for tension members* No difference in behavior of the
specimens under test was observed as a result of using wood
for tension members*
•4.0
3.0
2-0
'/
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Fig. 20. Average Horizontal Movement for Models,
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Fig. 21. Comparison of Typical Arrang^-raenta of Models
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Ho appreciable change in holding power could be obtained
in the horizontal brace arrangements by moying the panel
point on the braoe post both aboye and below the horizontal.
The curres in Figure 21 were selected to show standard
arrangements representative of the tests. These arrange-
lEients may be diirided into three classes: (1) Crossed braoe
arrangements. (2) Horizontal brace arrangements. (3) In
clined brace post arrangements. The results as shown by
these curves are as follows:
Crossed brace arrangements. Arrangements 1. 2. and 4.
The increase in holding power caused by Increasing
the length of span from 7 to 8 feet was approximately
65^» and from 6 to 11 feet approximately 35^.
Inclined brace arrangements. Arrangements 9 and 10.
The increase in holding power caused by increasing
the length of span from 10 to 12 feet, or the brace
from 7 to 9 feet, was approximately 15^.
Horizontal brace arrangements. Ar!rangementa 12. 13. and
iis.
The increase in holding power caused by a change in
span fron 7 to 9 feet was approximately 55^, and from 9
to 11 feet approximately 30^,
The crossed braces did not hold as much for the same span
as did the horizontal brace members. For a 7 foot span
arrangement 12 held approximately 40% more than arraiigement 1,
-58-
and for a XI foot span, approximately 33^ more.
Inorease la hoXdlnfi power caused by Inclining the
brace post was approxlsiately £-1/2 times for a 7 foot braee
length and approximately 50% for a 9 foot brace length.
On basis of the span, arx^ngement 9 held approximately 30%
more than arrangement 13, and arrangement 10 held approximately
1S% more than arrangement 14«
Smamary and Conoluslons.
(1) Tests were made on model end oonstruotions to deter
mine the effect of arrangement of members on the hold
ing power in sand confined against failure in bearing
and lateral shear.
(S) The length of span was the most important factor
affecting the holding power.
(3} The crossed braced arrangements had less horizontal
moTement than the other types of arrangements, and
for the same span held less load.
(4) The crossed braced arrangements Jumped out of the
sand after reaching a certain load.
(5) Inclining the brace post of a horizontal brace
arrangement inereased the holding power*
(6) Ho appreciable change in holding power could be
obtained by moring the panel point on the braee post
either aboTe or below the horizontal.
(7) For the same condition of loading, the change in
height of the brace bar in the horizontal brace
-59-
arrangements eaased no appreolable effeot on the
holding power.
(8) With the use of the post connector It was possible
to use wood for tension members.
(9) The Inclined type of arrangement requires a good
connector for both the tension and coB^resaion
mambers.
-60-
Field Tests
Introduction.
Tbe results obtained from the sand tests were only an
Indication of the relative holding power of the various arrange
ments tested» and were used In making the selection of some of
the full scale specimens tested under actual field conditions.
01>.1eot of Tests.
The object of these tests was to detei^ne the relative
importance of the factors causing failure in fence end coa
structions.
Selection of apecimens.
As a result of the tests on the model constructions, eight
arrangements were chosen as representative of the specimens
tested, and these were used in the first tests in the field.
The arrangements tested are shown in figures 22 and 23. For
convenience the tests in the field may be divided into three
series.
Series 1. The first series, ara^gements 19 to 26
inclusive, was composed of the eight representative arrangements
from the tests on the models. The end post was 6** in diameter,
the brace post 5" and the compression brace 4". Tension members
were made from 2-7/16** round rods and were attached to a steel
band on the post as is shown in Figure 30.
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Series g. The seeond aeries, arrangements 27 to 34
laolasiTe, was o<mpo8ed of the same arrangements 1>at the end
post was reduoed to 5** in diameter and the braoe post to 4 l/S**
in diameter. Compression members were 4*^ in diameter and for
arrangements 87, ZQ, 33 and 34, 4** wood tension m^bers fastened
with the post connector were used.
Series 3. The third series of arrangements is as follows:
Arrangement 55. This arirangement was found to be in
common use in the field study and was seleeted for testing for
this reason, it is a eross between the horizontal braee
arrangement and the orossed brace arrangement. The end post
ms 5** in diaanter, the brace post 4 1/2** and the oompressloa
brace 4*** The tension Tsember was made from two 7/16** round
rods.
Arrangement 36. This arrangement has two arrangements
in series^ the first a nine foot horizontal brace arrangement,
and the second a nine foot orossed brace arrangement. It was
found In a few localities and seemed to be glTlog satisfactory
service* The end posts were 5" In diameter and the braee post
was 4 X/Z^ in diameter* A 4** wood tension member was used la
the horizontal brace arrangement, and two 7/16" round rods were
used for the tension member In the crossed brace eirrangement.
Arrangement 37. This arrangement was selected to deter
mine the effect of the size of the end post on the holding
power of the end construction. It was a nine foot horizontal
brace arrangement with a 9^ end post, a 4 1/2** brace post and a
-64-
4** eoaipression member. The tension member was made from a
7/16" round rod.
Arrangement 56^ This arrangement was selected to deter
mine the effect of using a double strand of No. 9 wire for a
tension meaA»er« The field study indicated that many of ths
failures of end constructions eould be attributed to an
inadequate tension member* It was a nine foot horizontal
brace arrangement with a 6** end post, a 4 1/2" brace post and
a 4" compression member.
Arrangements 39 and 40. These arrangements were selected
to determine the effect of anchoring the end construction.
Arrangement 39 was a seven foot horizontal brace arrangement
with a 5** end post, a 4 1/2** brace post and a 4** compressloa
flMmber. Thm anehor was a 5** pQSt 50" la length, set Z X/Z feet
ill the ground, and was fastened to a 7/16" rod. Arrangement
40 was a nine foot crossed brace arrangement with a 5" end
post, a 4 l/S" brace post and a 4" compression member. The
tension member was made from two 7/16" round rods. The anchor
was made from two 2" x 4" i 4' wood members and attached 6"
from the bottom of the post. Flat stones were placed on top
of the anchor to Increase the bearing area.
Arrangement 41. This arrangement was selected to deter
mine the effect of the depth of set of the end post on the
holding power of the end construction. It was a nine foot
horizontal brace arrangement with a 5" end post set 5* In the
-65-
grotmd. The laraoe post waa 4 l/S** In diameter and the ecnapres-
sion braoe was 4* in diameter*
Arrangement 42, This arrangement was composed of two
nine foot horizontal brace arrangements in series. It was sel
ected to compare with arrangement 36. The end posts were 5" in
diameter, the brace posts 4 l/S** and the tension and compression
members 4**«
Apparatus,
The first consideration in the design of the apparatus
was the determination of the loads that might be required to
pull the specimens to rupture. Seller (1) gives six feet as
the depth of embedment required to produce stability of a pole
25 feet in length, with a load of 1000 pounds applied two feet
from the top of the pole, and for poor soil conditions. The
height above the ground line of the point of application of
the resultant load on the specimens to be tested was two feet«
The load required at a height of two feet to produce the scune
&Te3rtuming moMnt about the ground line as at a lieight of
17 feet (25 foot pole minus 6 feet depth of set^ minus Z feet
from top for point of load application equals 17 feet.) is
p* 17x1000/2*8,500 lbs. On the basis of these calculations it
was assumed that loads of 10,000 pounds or less might be
expected and the equipment was designed accordingly. A sketch
of the apparatus set up for testing Is shown in Figure 24. A
typical setup is shown In Figure 26.
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The load was applied equally at the oompresBlon braoe and
the ground line by laeans of two Sla^lex Push-Pull Jacks, two
3/e** wire rope oabXea and an I-beam erener. This distribution
of loading was taken arbitrarily and is Justified by the fact
that almost any distribution of the fence load on the end con
struction may be found In the field* Bands made from 6" steel
pipe were used at the points of fastening of the cables on the
end post to provide sufficient bearing for the wood. The I-
beam evener was used to permit the use of one dynamometer in
measuring the ccagnltude of the total load. The vertical
movement was observed by means of a Dumpy Level and a scale
divided Into tenths of an inch*
The anchor post was made from a heavy 6" steel pipe nine
feet in length. It ma filled with concrete and set six feet
in the ground with 18" 4f concrete around its base. A l/S** wire
rope cable was used between the I-baam evener and the dynamo
meter, €Uid the dynamometer and the anchor post. The cable was
fastened to the anchor post with a heavy log chain.
The section modulus of the pipe used for the anchor and
the I-beam were checked for a load of 10,000 pounds, and were
found to be sufficiently strong. The cables were selected from
catalogues on the basis of the maximum allowable static load.
The dynamometer mechanism was designed by selecting material
with a sufficient section modulus and cross section to earry
the load of 10,000 pounds safely. The dynamometer was a
Fairbanks fish-belly type measuring up to 2000 pounds. The
-68-69*
jacks were designed for a maxlmiim tension load of 5000 poonds
each.
Procedure.
As In the case of the sand tests a testing procedure was
selected and used throughout the tests. The following paragraphs
describe the procedure used.
Setting the specimens. The depth of set of the first two
aeries of arrangements tested was 3 1/2 feet, figure SS shows
8erj.es Ho. S ready for testing. 7he end and brace posts were
tapered approximately 1/4'* from the groundline to the bottom of
the posts and were driven into holes bored slightly smaller in
diameter than the bottoms of the posts. A steel cap made
from a 3/6" plate welded on a 3" length of pipe was used to
prevent mushrooming the tops of the posts. This method of
installation was used because it was the most feasible method
of insurizig the same type of set for all the posts. Some
difficulty was experienced at first in driTing the posts so
they would be vertioal and in line with the anchor post, but
with a little practice the specimens were lined to a sufficient
degree of accuracy.
The auger used to bore the holes was not large enough to
accommodate the 9** end post of arrangement 37 so the hole was
dug larger in diameter than the post, and the post carefully
tamped. In arrangement 40 it was necessary to dig a trench
4 1/2 feet long, 3 feet deep and about 12" wide to install the
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anchor. Flat stones were placed on top of the anchor to give
more bearing area, llie earth was tamped in about 5" layers to
Insure a good installiatlon.
In arrangement S9 the tension member, a 7/16" round rod,
was driren through a guide hole drilled in the end post and
Into the anchor pit where the anchor was attached. Ho difficulty
was experienced in driving the rod through the soil or in placing
the anchor.
Testings, the apecimens. The specimens were loaded by means
of the Simplex Push-Pull Jacks. A sketch of the apparatus set
up for testing is shown in Figure 24. An initial load of
approzlmately 300 pounds was used to take up the slack in the
testing apparatus and the specimen* The increment of load was
taken as 100 pounds dynamometer reading, the actual increment
of load depending upon the constant of the dynamometer mechanism.
The horizontal moTement of the top and bottom of the end
post was observed by means of counting the nuaiber of turns of
the Jack in each line. A plumb-bob was used to keep the I-beam
evener In a vertical position at all times* Thus, if the top
of the post moved farther than did the bottom, a greater number
of turns of the top jack would be required to keep the evener
in a vertical position. The vertical movement of the top and
bottom of the end post was observed by means of a Dumpy Level
and a scale reading to tenths of an inch.
The specimens were pulled to complete rupture with tbe
-72-
exeeptloas of arrangements 39, 40, 41 emd 4S, for wMeh the
testa were ended before ooa^lete rapture ooearred* The point
at i^loh the speolnienB ivould not hold the load was marked h/
means of a star on the data sheet. This point was difficult to
determine and was usually far below the rupture load.
Ohaervlng the change in moisture content of the soil* The
change in soil conditions caused by a change in moisture content
of the soil presented a factor to be considered in the tests. In
the first series of arrangements tested the same end and brace
posts were used for each arrangement, the total time required to
complete the series being approximately two weeks. Moisture
samples were taken at the beginning and the end of the series.
The second series of arrangements were all tested the same day,
thus eliminating the faotor of a chsmge In the moisture content
of the soil. The third series of arrangements required about
three weelcs to complete the tests. Moisture samples were taken
at the beginning and the end of the tests. l*he moisture contents
(dry basis) of the soil in percent for the tests are as follows:
Beginning End Time elapsed
Series (1) £8,23% 24.4S^ 2 weeks
Series (2) 24.43% 24.43^ 1 day
Series (3) 24.43^ 24.269k 3 weeks
The ground was fairly moist at the beginning of the teats
on the first series of arrangements, but the field was drained
by tile drains, and after the first two weeks the moisture
-73-
oontent remained fairly constant. The soil type was Webster.
Calibration of dynamometer and testlns apparatus. The
dynamometer mechanism was calibrated to determine the ratio of
the lever arms. The results of the calibrations for three ratios
are shown in Figure &8.
The stretch in the cables and elongation of the dynamometer
and the rest of the equipment was calibrated by observing the
horizontal movement of the end post with a transit and talcing
the difference between the actual inovement and the calculated
movement for a given load.
riscussion of tests. S'igure S7 shows the extent of failure
of the soil around the base of the end post for a typical test
at the time of failure^ Failure was considered as that point
after which no additional load could be applied to the end post.
Figure 30 shows the end post raised out of the ground after
failure. The iron bands on the post were initially at the
ground line, and as can be seen, the post has moved 8" to 10"
vertically. The movement of the post after failure started was
not recorded. The earth was removed from erouncl the base of the
end post to determine the extent and type of failure below the
surface of the ground. In most cases the soil was moved hori
zontally in front of the end post the entire depth of set, the
movement bein^ the greatest at the ground line. A half-conical
section of soil in front of the end post, varying from 6" deep
in some cases to as deep as 18" in others, was lifted when the
-74-
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poflt was palled beyond the point of failure, tfha diaoeter of
this section of soil at the ground line varied from IS** to IS".
Figure SO shows the end post raised out of the ground.
The failure shown in Jfigure 31 was around the base of a
9** end post and is of the same type as those shown in l^igore 30.
These failures ean best be slmilated to the failure of the soil
in front of a Kilifer Chisel as it is being raised out of the
ground preparatory to turning the tractor. The soil is lifted
or sheared out of the ground.
rigure 3S shows the movement of the end post through the
soil for arrangement 41. The end post was 5" in diameter and
set five feet in the ground. There was a relatively small
amount of vertical movement snd no evidence of the lifting
action on the soil in front of the post as was observed in the
other failures. The post moved laterally through the soil but
did not rupture the soil ocmpletely to the bottom of the post.
The end post was bent considerably both above and below the
ground line as is shown in Figure 39.
The crossed brace aarrangements showed the same character
istics in the field that they did in the laboratory tests.
They would hold the load up to a certain point and then would
fail rapidly. This failure occurred after the soil in front
of the post ruptured. Figure 35 shows a typical crossed bjnee
arrangement after test.
The inclined brace arrangements did not show the saae
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oharaoteristloa In the field as they did In the laboratory* In
the sand tests the failure was caused by the vertioal foroe on
the end post, and in the field tests the failure was caused by
failure of the soil in bearing and shear. The soil was loosened
by the crushing action of the end post, and the vertical com
ponent of the load would lift or shear the soil in front of the
post* Figure 34 shows a typical inclined brace arrangement after
test* 'i'he apparently large horizontal moTement was caused by
the collapse of the connector* The connector was not properly
installed for the line of action of the force and was subjected
to bending stresses. According to Seller (11) the failure of
an unbraced poi« subjected to horizontal loading la caused by
the failure of the soil in shear, and the shearing areas are
affected remotely, if any, by the diameter of the pole* This
would indicate that the failures shown in Figures 30 and 31
were caused by a combination of failure in bearing and failure
in shear, because the 9" end post held uo more than a 5" end
post for the same arrangement and depth of set* InTestigations
at ths Uiilyersity of Michigan (6) indicated that the shearing
resistance on the perimeter of the bearing area and the resis
tance of the soil to compression, are the two factosrs of strength
by Tirtue of idiich cohesiTo soils are capable of supporting loads*
In arrangement 41 (iTlgure 39) the end post was remored
laterally through the soil with a relatively small amount of
vertical movement* i'he movement of the base of the post is
-79-
shown In J^'igure 32. The failure in this case was evidently
caused by failure in bearing allowing the post to shear the
soil. A 5" post, 30" in length, and set 2 1/2 feet deep iraa used
for an einohor in arrangement 39, Figure 30« The anchor pit was
not filled so that the anchor might be observed during the test.
The anchor was palled through the soil, lifting the earth above
it slightly.
The double span arrangement shown in Figure 37 made the
best showing of all the arrangements tested. There was no
appreciable amount of vertical movement of the end post and a
relatively small amount of horizontal movement. The brace load
of the first span is transmitted to the second span and to the
diagonal brace of the first span. In this case the movement
of the bottom of the end post was sufficient to cause little or
no stress in the tension member and hence, little or no vertieal
force on the end post.
Results.
The data for these tests are presented in Tables II to
XXIX inclusive. The point at which the end construction first
failed to hold the load was marked by means of a star. The
load was obtained by multiplying the dynamometer reading by
the constant "K" for the lever mechanism. The vertical move
ment was obtained from the columns for the vertical reading.
The horizontal movement was obtained by dividing the turns of
the Jack by the number of threads per inch and then subtracting
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4.91:
4.80:
4.67:
4.53:
4.18:
3.62:
2.40:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.10:
0.15:
0.21:
0.32:
0.45:
0.59:
0.94:
1.CO:
2.72:
4.68:
4.68:
4.38:
4.59:
4.53:
4.49:
4.38:
4.24:
4.10:
3.74:
3.30:
2.00:
0,00:00
0.00: 1
0.00:
0.09:
0.15:
0.19:
0.30:
0.44:
0.58:
0.94:11
1.58:14
2.68;17
.00:0.00:00.00:0
.00:0.00: 1.00:0
.00:0.11: 2.00:0
.50:0.44:
.00:0.76:
.50:1.07:
.50:0.92:
.50:1.41:
.50:1.61:
.50:2.08:
.00:2.73:11,00:1
,00:3.56:13.00:2
started dropping
7o5
.00
.11
.35
.52
.52
.92
.92
.94
.42
.73
.23
TTToo
:0.00
:0.11
:0.39
:0.64
:0.79
:0.92
:1.16
:1.27
:1.75
:2.23
:2.89
3.25:0
4.25:0
4.25:0
6.50:0
6.50:0
7.50:0
9.50:1
*Point at vidiich dynamoraeter readii^
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TABLE III. DATA FOE AmAmtVimT 21. yiELD TSST5
1 I M —T fJ
4» »4 o,. § s© _
©
1 ^s 0 U M
Ok 0
^ 0
4»
M 0
$
a
a «> Ocl 0 0 0 ^ © sn «
p ©
0
• •P QO €-iM « 0 e 4^ m © © a N P •
a 9 0 a m e H O4© Hp© HP© p -p © a 19 C 4» c:|«
9 • 3 «n o St O/S 0 p « OSi P a 0^ ti 0 0 £3 0 ^ © 0
03 O Q 'O Q 0 e-»o 000 0 m 0 ft Ck Q © 0
Si SC3
U 4> *4 © a 0 Ejd
r i
KS 3 •P -HO •H a sn a -rt a P 0 a *» © 0
« « e o •P 4Ar-l -p *~i •H ©M h* 0 ® • a
u
u
2 p: Q r-M 0 « h a h tc M >> m c > S • OM
©%-t 6> « © a © fi 0 0 woo
< CJ > e > > H K "p <
2Xa 60 :QOOQ 5.51 0.00 3.S2 0.00:00.00 0.00 :00.00 0.00 6.60
150 : 440 5.51 0.00 3.32 0.00 : 1.00 0.03 : 1.00 0.03 0.03
250 : 733 5.51 0.00 3.32 O.OOj £.00 0.24 : 2.00 0.24 0.24
350:1020 5.51 0.00 3.32 O.OOj 3.00 0.46 ; 3.00 0.46 0.4G
450 :1320 5.61 0.00 3.32 0.00 : 4.00 0.70 ; 4.25 0.79 0.74
550 :1610 5.61 0.00 3.31 0.01 : 5.00 0.91 : 5.00 0.91 0.91
650 :1910 5.52 0.00 5.31 0.01 : 5.00 0.91 : 5.50 0.96 0.93
to
0k
: 750 :2200 5.51 0.00 3.31 0.01 : 6.00 1.00 : 6.00 1.00 1.00
850 :2490 5.50 0.01 3.30 0.02 : 7.00 1.23 : 6.75 1.15 1.19
01 950 :27e0 5.50 O.OJ 3.SO 0.02 : 8.00 1.46: 7.60 1.30 1.38
4 1050 :3080 5.48 0.03 3.29 0.03 : 9.00 1.67 : 8.25 1.42 1.64
M
1160 :3370 5.48 0.03 3.28 0.04 : 9.75 1.83: 9,25 1.66 1.74
1£50 :3660 5.47 0.04 3.27 0.05 :10.75 2.05 : 9.25 1.66 1.85
1360 :3960 5.43 0.04 ^.23 0.09:11.75 2.17 : 9.75 1.60 1.88
1450 :4250 5.41 0.10 3.21 0.11:12.75 2.49 :10.75 1.82 £.15
1550 :4540 5.38 0.13 3.18 0.14:13.50 2.62 :11.50 1.95 2.28
1650 :4630 5.30 0.21 3.11 0.21:14.60 2.83 :12.25 2.08 2.45
1750:5130 5.24 0.27 3.04 0.28 15.25 2.96:13.25 2.32 2.65
1^1^0:6420 5.18 0.33 2.97 0.36:16.75 3.36 :14.75 2.70 3.03
1950:5720 5.00 0.51 2.79 0.53 17.25 3.43 :15.25 2.70 3.06
2000 5860 4.62 0.69 2.60 0.72 18.25 3.60 :16.25 3.02 3.2^
2000 5860 4.68 0.83 2.46 0.66 19.25 4.00 :17.25 3.03 3.61
£ib 50:0000 3.98 0.00 1.7G 0.00 00.00 0.00:00.00 0.66
is
.
0
150: 440 3.98 0.00 1.76 0.00: 1.00 0.00 : 1.00 0.00 0.00
250: 733 3.98 0.00 1.76 0.00; 2.00 0.11 : 2.00 0.11 0.11
350:1020 3.98 0.00 1.76 0.00: 3.50 0.63 : 3.00 0.46 0.63
450 1320 3.98 0.00 1.76 0.00: 4.50 0.87: 4.00 0.70 0.78
650:1610 ^.98 0.00 1.76 0.00: 5.00 0.90 • 4.75 0.83 0.86
650:1910 3.97 0.01 1.74 0.02: 5.50 0.96 • 5.25 0.88 0.92
g < 760: 2200 3.95 0.05 1.73 0.03: 6.00 1.00: 5.75 0.92 0.96
• 650: 2490 3.92 0.06 1.70 0.06: 6.75 1.15 6.25 0.90 1.02
01 950: 2780 3.90 0.06 1.69 0.07: 7.60 x.ro 7.00:1.13 1.21
• 1050: 3080 3.87 0.11 1.67 0.09: 8.25 1.42 7.50: 1.17 1.29
b4 1150: 3370 3.84 0.14 1,62 0.14: 9.00 1.58: 8.00: 1.24 1.41
1250: 3660 3.80 0.18 1.60 0.16: 9.50 1.64 8.50: 1.50:1.47
1350: 3900 3.78 0.20 1.58 0.18: 10.00 1.68: 9.00: 1.35:1.61
1450: 4250 3.70 0.28 1.50 0.26: 10.75 1.82: 9.76: 1.49: 1.66
1550: 4S*C s.a?. o.?ri 1.43 0.33:11.25 1.87:10.50:1.62: 1.74
1660: 4830 3.46 J»Ot. 0.51: 12.50 2.17: 11.00:1.60:1.91
1750: 5130 2.98 0,96 0^80 0.96: 14.00 2.56; 11.60: 1.73: 2.14
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TABLE DATA FOR ARRANOS:vlE!vT 22. FIELD
•
i
1
Arrangement
No. Dynamometer Heading loadIn Founds VerticalRead ingTopof rOSt 1>"o «>
as o o
O H C
rH M
-P P
U 0
O 9
> a VerticalRead ingBottom Inches VerticalMove-i mentBottom Inches Turnsof TopJack Horizontal MovementTop Inches Turnsof BottomJack ;Horizontal;MovementBot- :tornInches Av.Horizontal Movement Inches
£2a 50 0000 10.40 0.00 8.11 0.00:00.00. 0.00: 00.00 6.66 0.00
150 440 10.39 0.01 8.10 0.01: 1.00:0.00: 1.00 0.00 0.00
250 733 10.39 0.01 8.09 0.02 : 3.50:0.75: 2.00 0.24 0.49
10
o
350 1020 10.40 0.00 8.08 0.03: 4.50:0.96: 3.00 0.46 0.71
450 1320 10.37 0.03 8.06 0.05 5.50:1.20: 4.00 0.70 0.95
•
CQ 550 1610 10.35 0.05 8.03 0.08; 6.50: 1.42: 5.00 0.91 1.16
• 650 1910 10.34 0.06 8.02 0.09 7.50: 1.63: 5.50 0.96 1.29
m
750 2200 10.32 0.08 8.0i 0.10 8.50: 1.83: 6.50 1.17 1.50
850 2490 10.27 0.13 7.98 0.13 9.50: 2.07: 8.50 1.73 1.90
950 2780 10.22 0.18 7.90 0.21 10.50: 2.30: 9.50 1.97 2.13♦ 1050 3080 10.16 0.24 7.83 0.28:11.50: 2.50: 10.50 2.17 2.33
1150 3370 10.07 0.33 7.73 0.38:12.75: 2.83: 11.50 2,41 2,62
1250 3660 9.94 0.46 7.63 0.48 13.75: 3.08: 12.50 2.64 2.86
1350 3960 9.85 0.55 7.54 0.57:15.25: 3.43: 14.50 3.18 3.31
1450 4250 9.61 0.79 7.31 0.80:16.75:3.82: 14.50 3.18 3.50
1550 4540 9.20 1.20 6.93 1.18:17.75:4.04: 15.50 3.29 3.66
22b : 50 0000 10.14 0.00 7.87 0.00:00.00: 0.00: 00.00 0.00 0.00
«
4 150 440 10.14 0.00 7.87 0.00: 1.00:0.12: 1.00 0.00 0.00
4
4 250 733 10.16 0.00 7.89 0.00: 2.00: 0.24: 2.00 0.24 0.24
2 : 350 1020 10.10 0.04 7.83 0.04: 3.25:0.54: 3.00 0.46 0.50
• : 450 1320 10.02 0.12 7.76 0.11: 5.00:1.03: 4.00 0.70 0.86
9i «
4 550 1610 10.00 0.14 7.72 0.15: 6.00: 1.25: 5.00 0.91 1.08
« J 650 1910 9.96 0.18 7.68 0.19: 7.00: 1.46: 5.75 1.05 1.26
M : 750 2200 9.90 0.24 7.61 0.26: 8.50: 2.17: 6.75 1.25 1.71
4 850 2490 9.80 0.34 7.52 0.35: 9.50: 2.40: 7.75:1.48 1.94
«
• 950 2760 9.67 0.47 7.38 0.49: 11.00: 2.46: 9.25: 1.88 2.17
*
• 1050 3080 9.52 0.62 7.23 0.64:12.50: 2.84: 10.25: 2.09 2.46
•
• 1150 3370 8.99 1.15 6.70 1.17:16.25:4.01: 13.25: 3.16 3.58
•
• 1250 3660 8.61 1.53 6.33 1.54:18.25:4.55:15.75: 3.72 4.13
i 1350 3960 7.63 2.51 5.32 2.55: 24.25: 6.43:18.00: 4.35 5.39
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TABLE V, DATA FOR ARRAmiSr^SRTS E3 AND 24. FISIH TESTS.Arrangement No.
Dynamometer
Reading Load
in Pounds
Vertioal
Read
ing
Topof Post
Inehea Vertioal
More-
raent
Top Inohes
1
n
«
j o
»aa
o«
f-l4»
;c
o
OoG
•HH
43 iig"
o
•
_
•P€
H♦»4: <
00C. 0pQC
»H
H
P
ua
99
t>a
Turns
of Top
Jacic horizontal Move
ment
Top
1
Inches Turns
of Bottom
Jack Borizontal
Movement
Bot
tom
Inches
23 50:
0000
i6.56
0.00
6.13
o.oc
00.00
0.00:
00.00:
6.06
150:
660
6.56
0.00
6.13
0.00
1.00
0.00:
1.00:
0.00
250:
1100
6.56
0.00
6.13
0.00
3.00
0.45:
2.50:
0.28
350:
1550
6.52
0.04
6.12
0.01
4.50
0.77:
4.00:
0.60
ca 450:
1990
6.50
0.06
6.08
0.05
6.00
1.10:
4.50:
0.60
—
550:2430
6.48
0.08
6.04
0.09
7.00
1.23:
5.00:
0.60
650:
2870
6.45
0.11
6.04
0.09
8.00
1.41:
6.25:
0.83
1 750:
3310
6.40
0.16
6.01
0.12
9.00
1.58:
7.50:
1.08
850:
3750
6.33
0.23
5.93
0.20
10.50
1.94:
8.25:
1.19
950:
4200
6.26
0.30
5.86
0.27
11.50
2.08:
9.25:
1.33
« 1050:
4640
6.12
0.44
5.68
0.45
13.00
2.39:
10.25:
1.49
1150:
5080
5.93
0.63
5.53
0.60
14.75
2.82:
11.50:
1.73
1250:
5520
5.70
0.86
5.23
0.90
15.75
2.85:
13.00:
2.10
1350:
5960
5.18
1.38
4.73
1.40
18.00
3.57:
15.00:
2.57
1400:
6400
3.92
1.64
3.48
1.65
22.00
4.73:
17.00:
3.06
2450:
0000
4.90
0.00
4.50
0.00
00.00
0.00:00.00:0.00 150:
440
4.90
0.00
4.50
0.00
1.00
0.00:
1.00:
0.00
250:
733
4.90
0.00
4.50
0.00
1.75
0.16:
1.75:
0.16
350:
1020
4.90
0.00
4.50
0.00
2.50
0.29:
2.50:
0.29
450:
1320
4.88
0.02
4.48
0.02
4.00
0.70:
3.00;
0.37
550:
1610
4.87
0.03
4.47
0.03
4.75
0.73;
?.42
650:
1910
4.83
0.07
4.42
0.08
5.75
1.05:
4.00:
0.46
750:2200
4.82
0.08
4.42
0.08
6.75
1.25:
4.75:
0.58
ta
850:
2490
4.82
0.08
4.42
0.08
7.50
1.40:
5.75:
0.82
950:
2780
4.80
0.10
4.40
0.10
8.25
1.55:
6.50:
0.97
•
CQ
1050:
3080
4.78
0.12
4.39
0.11
8.75
1.59:
7.50:
1.17
1150:
3370
4.77
0.13
4.37
0.13
9.75
1.83:
e.oo:
1.24
19
M
1250:
3660
4.73
0.17
4.33
0.17
10.50
1.97:
8.50:
1.30
1350:
3960
4.70
0.20
4.30
0.20
11.50
2.18:
9.00:
1.35
ik
1450:4250
4.68
0.22
4.29
0.21
12.00
2.24:
9.75:
1.49
1550:
4540
4.65
0.25
4.25
0.25
13.00
2.45:10.25:
1.54
1650:4830
4.58
0.32
4.18
0.32
14.25
2.75:11.25:
1.75
1750:
5130
4.52
0.38
4.13
0.37
15.00
2.90:11.75:
1.82
1850:
5420
4.48
0.42
4.10
0.40
15.75
3.03:12.25:
1.85
1950:
5720
4.42
0.48
4.02
0.48
16.75
3.26:12.75:
1.93
2020:
6000
4.32
0.58
3.92
0,58
17.50
3i,
45:13.75:
2.16
4J
a
O+a
N QO)
H a>«
^ aa
o «o
a >CS
OCT
0.00
0.36
0.68
0.85
0.91
1.12
1.35
1.56
1.70
1.94
2.27
2.47
3.07
3.86
0.00
0.16
0.29
.53
0. 7
0.75
0.91
1.11
1.26
1.38
1.53
1.63
1.76
1.86
1.99
2.25
2.36
2.44
2.59
2.80
Note: Test on Arrangement 24 was ended at 67C.!> pounds.
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TABLE VI. DATA FOR ARRANOKIiSNTS 85 AND 26. FIELD TESTS.Arrangement
No.
Dynamometer
Reading Load
in Pounds
Vertical
Read
ing
Topof Post
Inohes Vertical
?^OTe-
ment
Top
Inches Vertical
Read
ing
Bottom Inohes Vertical
More- ment
Bottom Inches Turns
of Top
Jack Horizontal
Uovemont
Top Inohes Turns
of Bottom
Jack Horizontal
Movement
Bot
tom
Inches Av.
Horizontal Movement
Inches
50:
0.00
10.30
0.00
7.99
0.00
00.00
0.00:
00.00
0.00
0.00
150:
440
10.30
0.00
7.99
0.00
1.00
0.00:
1.00:0.00
0.00
250:
733
10.30
0.00
7.99
0.00
2,50
0.41:
1.50:0.08
0.24
350:
1020
10.28
0.02
7.99
0.00
4.00
0.70:
1.50:0.08
0.39
450:
1320
10.27
0.03
7.98
0.01
4.50
0.87:
3.50:0.54
0.70
650:
1610
10.26
0.04
7.96
0.03
5.50
1.08:
4.00:0.58
0.83
650:
1910
10.26
0.04
7.97
0.02
6.00
1.13:
4.75:0.63
0.88
n
o»
750:
2200
10.25
0.05
7.95
0.04
6.75
1.25:
5»50:
0.83
1.04
850:2490
10.23
0.07
7.93
0.06
7.50
1,40:
6.25:
0.98
1.19
•
ca
950:
2780
10.20
0.10
7.90
0.09
8.50
1.63.
7.00:
1.13
1.3d
g
1050:
3080
10.17
0.13
7.87
0.12
9.25
1.7£>;
7.75:
1.25
1.50
1150:
3370
10.13
0.17
7.83
0.16
10.25
2.00:
8.50:
1.41
1.70
1250:3660
10.08
0.22
7.78
0.21
11.25
2.22:
9.00:
1.58
1.90
1350:
3960
10.02
0.28
7.72
0.27
11.75
2.27:
10.25:
1.77
2.02
« 1450:4250
9.97
0.33
7.68
0.31
12.50
2.41:
11.00;
1.90
2.15
a550:
4540
9.87
0.43
7.57
0.42
14.25
2.87:
12.00:2.18
2.52
11650:
4830
9.72
0.58
7.43
0.66
15.75
3.25:
13.00:2.33
2.79
:1750:
5130
9.18
1.12
6.88
1.11
19,25
4.32:
16.00:
3.23
3.77
•.1850:
5420
9.10
1.20
6.80
1.19
21.00
4.78:
17.25:
3.53
4.15 %:50:00006.02 0.005.620.0000.000.00:00.00:0.000.00
:150:
813
6.02
0.00
5.62
0.00
1.00
0.00:
1.00:0.00
0.00
:250:
1350
6.02
0.00
5.62
0.00
S.CO
0,11:
2.00:
0.11
0.11
11
360:
1900
6.02
0.00
5.62
0.00
2.25
0.25:
2.50:
0.25
0.25
M
4
450
2440
6.00
0.02
5.60
0.02
3.25
0.37:
3.50:0.46
0.41
:550:
2980
5.75
0.27
5.35
0.27
5.25
0.43:
5.00:0.46
0.44 ♦ ;650:3520 5.450.57 5.000.629.251.58:7.00:0.831.20
I750:
4160
4.93
1.09
4.50
1.12
12.75
2.52:
11.00:
1.93
2.22
:850:
4600
4.72
1.30
4.23
1.29
15.75
3.35:
11.00:
1.93
2.64
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TABLS 711, DATA FOR AHRAI»EMEirPS 87, S8 AM) 29* JIILD TESTS.
i
ti
1 1
<o ® - Oi M
1
H SJ
« A
4^ O
4^ M (0 > • e o o o d d
d 9 O 19 B " o ea H £-» « Vl 93 Hcan
(D
O H
9 SP ss Ph 0) a « d o o
0
83 9 O l-» eg
0
® •
s «
S -H
•H « o xi OA 4» ja P 4A ^ 4»«d •H 4>
r-H O H Ot O H 43 O woo 9i d d c tt € d d o ^ d
O ^
^•4 -.» "2 9 0 0| d « o a 0} -P d « n a d Q S c
N € H
d o O 49 d O 4)i £ CO 9 O O M O H H O O H O H Ot $H 4» SM txs €
s
h
<0 4> o o •H •H •HfQ •H -P B o •H O si -p •H ® e>
d« h-? fu •P +>
l-( tkD CQ ^ d
•p d
^ $
M6h u •
o o
O
(P
h
o o o
♦
t .9^ isQ « d o .® 2 o d o i m :^43fc»- s
2i 50 0000 10.6^^ 0.^0 11.63 0.00 00.00:0.00 00.00 0.00 (>.o6
150: 660 10.67 0.00 11.63 0.00 1.00 :0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
$ S50: 1100 10.68 0.00 11.65 0.00 3.00 :0.27 3.50 0.44 0.35
• 350: 1550 10.68 0.00 11.64 0.00 4.00 :0.43 4.25 0.52 0.47
450:1990 10.65 0.02 11.62 0.01 4.75 :0.48 5.75 0.82 0.65
1
550: 2430 10.62 0.05 11.60 0.03 5.50 :0.58 6.50 0.92 0.75
M 650; 2870 10.60 0.07 11.57 0.06 7.00:0.91 8.00 1.24 1.07
750:5310 10.55 0.12 11.51 0.12 8.50 1.27 9.00 1.44 1.35
850: 3750 10.43 0.24 11.39 0.24 11.00 1.91 11.00 1.91 1.91
950: 4200 10.30 0.37 11.24 0.39 14.00 2.73 12.25 2.15 2.44
1050:4640 10.08 0.59 11.05 0.58 17.00 3.56 13.50 2.40 2.98
1150:5080 9.77 0.90 10.73 0,9p 18.75 4.02 14.75 2.82 3.42
£8 50: 0000 5.03 0.00 10.33 0.00 00.00 0.00 00.00 0.00 0.00
w 150: 660 5.03 0.00 10.33 0.00 1.00 0.00 00.00 0.00 0.00
« £50: 1100 4.93 0.10 10.24 0.09 2.25 0.20 2.00 0.11 0.15
'(I' 350: 1550 4.80 0.23 10.15 0.18 3.50 0.44 3.25 0.35 0.39
1 450: 1990 4.66 0.37 9.99 0.34 5.25 0.80 4.50 0.60 0.70
550:2430 4.56 0.47 9.90 0.43 6.25 0.98 5.25 0.65 0.81
850: 2870 4.36 0.67 9.69 0.64 8.00 1.41 6.50 0.92 1.16
750: 3310 4.10 0.93 9.42 0.91 9.75 1.83 8.25 1.33 1.58
850: 3750 3.83 1.20 9.09 1.24 11.50 2.27 9.75 1.69 1.98
950: 4200 3.52 1.71 8.54 1.79 15.25 3.33 11.75 2.17 2.75
1050: 4640 2.64 2.39 7.85 2.48 19.75 4.57 14.00 2.75 3.66
m 50: 0000 5.59 0.00 7.13 0.00 00.00 0.00 00.00 0.00 0.00
150: 660 5,59 0.00 7.13 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
250:1100 5.59 0.00 7.13 0.00: 2.75 0.37 S.75 0.37 C.37
CQ
350:1550 5.52 0.07 7.12 0.01; 4.25 0.66 0.52 0.60
450: 1990 5.44 0.15 7.07 0.05: 5.00 0.76 5.00 0.76 0.76
• 550: 2430 5.41 0.18 7.00 0.13: 6.00 0.90 5.75 0.82 0.86
u
650: 2870 5.34 0.25 6.91 0.22: 7.50 1.25 6.75 1.00 1.12
1
750; 3310 5.27 0.32 6.85 0.28: 9.50 1.75 8.00 1.24 1.50
M 850: 3750 5.18 0.41 6.77 0.36; 11.50 2.27 9.50 1.61 1.94
♦ : 950: 4200 5.00 0.59 6.62 0.51: 14.00 2.91 11.50 2.08 2.49
•
♦ 1050: 4640 4.81 0.78 6.46 0.67: 16.50 3.57 13.25 2.49 3.03
•
» 1150: 5080 4.44 1.15 6.10 1.03: 19.50 4.40 15.50 3.07 3.73
#
• 1250: 5520 4.08 1.51 5.66 1.47: 22.00 5.10 18.50 3.94 4.52
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TABLE YIII. DATA FOB AREAKGEMESTS 30, 3X AKD 32• FIELD TESTS.
•
o
iss
4»
a
§
0)
!
Dynamomater Reading Loadin Pounds
v>
CJ
•H
CO
0 4A
ca n
o
0
o Via
•H O®
•P 44
f-l OiCJ
a> oq
VerticalMore- meatTopInches VerticalRead ingBottom Inches VerticalMove mentBottom Inches Turnsof TopJack HorizontalM ve mentTopInches Turnsof BottomJack HorizontalM ve mentBottom InchAo Av.Horizontal IvlovementInch s
30 50 0000 4.73 0.00 10.05 0.00 00.00 0.00 00.00: 0.00 0.00
•
1
^ •
150 660 4.73 0.00 10.05 0.00: 1.00:0.00: 1.00: 0.00 0.00
250:1100 4.58 0.15 9.89 0.16: 3.50:0.52: 2.50: 0.28 0.40
• «
^ *
350: 1550 4.40 0.33 9.72 0.33: 4.75: 0.83: 3.75: 0.50 0.66
•
• 450: 1990 4.20 0.53 9.53 0.52: 5.75:1.02: 4.75: 0.68 0.86
i •
• 550: 2430 4.01 0.72 9.33 0.72: 6.75: 1.15: 5.50: 0.73 0.94
M; 650: 2870 3.67 1.06 9.03 1.02: 8.25: 1.50: 6.50: 0.92 1.21
».
4 750: 3310 2.72 2.01 8.06 1.97: 11.00: 2.24: 8.00: 1.24 1.74
31: 50:0000 9.68 0.00 10.59 0.00:00.00:0.00:00.00:0.00 0.00
•
• 150: 660 9.68 0.00 10.59 0.00: 1.00: 0.00: 1.00:0.00 0.00
wi
^ •
250: 1100 9*68 0.00 10.59 0.00: 2.75: 0.37: 2.00: 0.11 0.24
350: 1550 9.68 0.00 10.59 0.00: 4.00: 0.6C: 2.75: 0.19 0.39
• •
•
450: 1990 9.67 0.01 10.57 0.02: 5.00: 0.76: 3.75:0.35 0.55
a :
»
550: 2420 9.64 0.04 10.56 0.03: 5.75: 0.62: 4.50:0.40 0.61
650: 2870 9*63 0.06 10.53 0.06: 6.75: 1.00: 6.25: 0.63 0.81
M •
» 750: 3310 9.60 0.08 10.50 0.09: 7.75: 1.16: 6.50: 0.75 0.95
*•
• 850: 3750 9.53 0.15 10.44 0.15: 8.75: 1.36: 7.50: 0.94 1.15
•
• 950: 4200 9.46 0.22 10.38 0.21: 10.00: 1.58: 8.75: 1.17 1.37
•
• 1050: 4640 9.33 0.35 10.25 0.34:11.50: 1.90: 9.50: 1.24 1.57
1150: 5080 9.01 0.67 9.93 0.66: 13.25: 2.32: 11.25: 1.65 1.98
32: 5u: 0000 7.64 0.00 10.13 0.00: 00.00: 0.00: 00.00: 0.00 0.00
•
• 150: 660 7.64 0.00 10.13 0.00: 1.00: 0.00: 1.00: 0.00 0.00
•
• 250: 1100 7.56 0.08 10.08 0.05: 2.00: 0.11: 2.75: 0.37 0.24
« I
•
350: 1550 7.45 0.19 9.95 0.18: 3.00: 0.27: 3.25: 0.35 0.31
450: 1990 7.16 0.48 9.65 0.48: 4.00: 0.43: 4.75: 0.78 0.60
• •
^ *
550: 2430^ 6.98 0.66 9.47 0.66: 5.00: 0.56: 5.25: 0.65 0.60
- • 650: 2870 6.82 0.82 9.30 0.83: 6.25: 0.83: 5.75: 0.67 0.75
^ • 750: 3310 6.63 1.01 9.12 1.01: 7.25: 1.00: 6.75: 0.83 0.91
bd •
« 850: 3750 6.37 1.27 8.83 1.30: 8.75: 1.36: 7.75:0.94 1.15
0 950:4200 6.08 1.56 8.59 1.54:10.00: L.58: 8.75:1.17 1.37
TABLE IX. DATA FOR ARRASGE?v®NTS 33 A2W 54. FIELD TESTS.Arrangement
No. Dynamometer Heading Loadin rounds Vertical
Reading
Topof
Post Inohes
Vertical
Move mentTop
Inohea Vertical
Reading Bottom
Inohes Vertical
Move ment
Bottom Inches Turns
of Top
Jack Horizontal
Move mentTop
Inohes Turnsof Bottom
Jack Horizontal
Move
ment
Bottom Inohes
m
H9
cd.A
-pO
ad
•H^
o ♦l>
>o
33 500000
7.78
0.00
8.95
0.00
00.00
0.00
00.00
0.00
0.00
150:
660
7.78
0.00
8.95
0.00:
1.00
0.00:
1.00
0.00:
0.00 250:
1100
7.74
0.04:
8.92
0.03:
2.50
0.28:
3.75
0.70:
0.49
ca
350:
1550
7.71
0.07:
8.90
0.05:
4.25-
0.69:
5.00
0.93:
0.81 450:
1990
7.68
0.10:
8.85
0.10:
5.25
0.85:
5.75
1.02:
0.93
• 550:
2430
7.64
0.14:
8.82
0.13:
6.00:0.90:
6.50
1.07:
0.98
•
650:
2870
7.58
0.20:
8.76
0.19:
7.00:
1.08:
7.50
1.25:
1.16
• 750:
3310
7.50
0.23;
3.65
0.3C:
8.00:
1.24:
9.00
1.58:
1.41 850:
3750
7.43
0.35:
8.57
0.38:
9.25:
1.52:
9.75
1.69:
1.60 * 950:
4200
7.23
0.55:
8.37
0.58:
10.25:
1.67:
10.50
1.75:
1.71
1050:
4640
7.00
0.78:
8.14
0.81:
11.75:
1.99;
12.00
2.07:
2.03
1150:
5080
6.55
1.23:
7.66
1.29:
14.25:
2
.
C>5:
13.50
2.40:
2.52
11250:
5520
5.83
1.95;
6.93
2.02:
1C.50:
3.27:
15.75
3.02:
3.14 34 50:0000
7.80
0.00:
10.60
0.00:00.00:
0.00:
00.00
0.00:
0.00 150:
660
7.80
0.00:
10.
CO0.00:
1.00:
0.00:
1.00
0.00:
0.00
CQ
250:
1100
7.80
0.00:
10.60
0.00:
2.50:
0.26:
2.50
0.26:
0.26
350:
1550
7.80
0.00:
10.60
0.00:
4.00:
0.60:
4.00
0.60:
0.60
450:
1990
7.79
0.01:
10.58
0.02:
5.00:
0.76:
4.75
0.68:
0.72
1
550:
2430
7.79
0.01:
10.58
0.02:
6.00:
0.90:
5.50
0.73:
0.81
W
650:
2870
7.79
C.Ol:
10.58
0.02:
8.00:
1.41:
6.50
0.92:
1.16
750:
3310
7.78
0.02:
10.55
0.05:
9.75:
1.83:
7.50
1.08:
1.45
850:
3750
7.75
0.05:10.55
0.05:
11.00:
2.10:
8.50
1.32;
1.7J. 950:
4200
7.72
0.08:
10.48
0.07:
13.25:
2.67:
10.50
1.75:
2.21
1050:
4640
7.68
0.12:
10.36
0.24:
14.75:
2.99:
11.50
1.90:
2.44
1150:
5080
7.56
0.34:
10.25
0.35:
17.25:
3.65:
12.75
2.15:
2.90
1250:
5520
7.40
0.40:
10.03
0.57:
19.75:
4.35:
14.25
2.52:
3.43
1350:
5960
6.96
0.94:
9.70
0.90:
•
•
:
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TABI3 X. DATA FOR AJffiANCSSMSNTS 3S AKD 36. FIELD TBST3.Arrangement
No.
<Dq
+
>W03
OM
q^<0q
O-H©S a'^3oo
<
0
aJA* qe
i>.« n
•H
>
0 <
0
<D-PV
>:::
60a
O .£
HC
COC
oinH
•HO
•P
C^U
oo
Vertical
l'^ove- mentTop
Inches V'erticai
Heading Bottom
Inches Vertical
Move ment
Bottom Tnohfis
oo
(0 )ca^9
q
\uQ^ qo
Horizontal
Move- luentTop
Inches Turnsof Bottom
J'ack>• '0 HOC C
S
43C 4»^ qoc
o(qc
•H43 ua
s§ Av.
Horizontal iviovenient
Inches
35
50^0005.63 0.005.23 0.00 00.00 ••O.OOJ00.00
o.oi
6.66 150:
660
5.63
0.00
5.23
0.00
1.00
0.00:
1.00
0.00
0.00 250:1100
5.63
0.00
5.23
0.00
2.00
0.11:
8.S5
0.25
0.18
03
-
350:1550
5.62
0.01
5.22
0.01
3.25
0.35:
3.25
0.35
0.35 • 450:1990
5.59
0.04
5.19
0.04
5.50
0.93:
3.50
0.27
0.60 650:2430
5.56
0.07
5.16
0.07
6.00
0.90:
4.50
0.40
0.65
I650:2870
5.61
0.12
5.11
0.12
7.00
1.08:
5.75
0.67
0.87 750:3310
5.45
0.18
5.04
0.19
8.00
1.24:
6.50
0.75
0.99 85C:3750
5.36
0.27
4.94
0.29
9.75
1.69:
7.50
0.94
1.31 ¥ 950:4800
5,So
0.37
4.84
0.39
11.75
2.17:
8
.
GO 0.91
1.54 1050:4640
5.03
0.60
4.62
0.61
13.75
2.65;
10.00
1.40
2.02 1150:5080
4.66
0.95
4.26
0.97
16.75
3.48:
il.OO
1.56
2.52 1250:5520
3.82
1.71
3.33
1.90
20.75
4.69:13,00
2.10
3.29 50:0000
4.48
0.00
3.71
0.00
00.00
0.00:00.00
0.00
0.00 150:
813
4.48
0.00
3.71
0.00
1.00
0.00:
1.00
0.00
0.00 250:1350
4.48
0.00
3.71
0.00
3.00
0.23:
2.50
0.06
0.14
ca
350:1900
4.48
0.00
3.71
0.00
3.50
0.23:
4.00
0.24
0.24 450:2440
4.48
0.00
3.71
0.00
5.50
0.55:
4.50
0.25
0.37
•
(O
550:2980
4.46
0.00
3.70
0.01
5.50
0.55:
6.00
0.72
0.63 650:3520
4.48
0.00
3.70
0.01
7-00
0.83:
7.00
0.83
0.83 750:4160
4.47
0.01
3.70
0.01
8.00
0.93;
7.75
0.85
0.89 M 850:4600
4.48
0.00
3.68
0.03
10.00
1.43:
9.75
1.35
1.39 950:5150
4.46
0.00
3.67
0.04
11.50
1.73:10.25
1.32
1.52 1050:5700
4.48
0.00
3-66
0.05
12.25
1.76:11.75
1.60
1.66 1150:6230
4.48
0.00
3.66
0.06
12.75
1.76:13.25
1.91
1.83
1250:6780
4.44
0.06
3.64
0.07
14.50
2.11:13.25
1.90
2.01
1350:7320
4.40
0.08
3.64
0.07
16.00
2.43:14.75
2.02
2.22
1450:7860
4.37
0.11
3.64
0.07
18.00
2.77:15.75
2.02
2.39
1550:8400
4.32
0.16
3.64
0.07
20.00
3.10:17.75
2.36
2.72
Note: Test on arrangement 36
because of failure of e
pulled to rupture.
was enaea ai; ovou pounas loi
quipnient. Specimen was not
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TABLE n. DATA FOR AREANGSf.lEm'S 57, 38 AND 39. FIELD TESTS.
4»
0
i
0)
a
g
u
-<
Tsr
M
O
-P
Q
B a
o a>
a »
w
Q
"TO
150
250
350
450
550
650
d
cd 3
o
cu
CO
'*3
toooo
: 813
:1350
:1900
:2440
:2980
:3520
a-
•o
a
• 4>
« s>
o a>
H ©
Gd ^
o v« o
•H o a
+» H
u a
« o
>
t..29
6.29
6.19
6.10
5.92
5.72
5.32
«a
.
to
i
"58
«
39
$
lO
a
55
150
250
350
450
550
650
750
850
950
:0000;
; 813
:1350;
:1900:
:2440;
;2980
:3520;
:4160:
:4600:
:5150:
9.81
9.81
9.80
9.80
9.77
9.74
9.68
9.68
9.63
9.62
: 50
: 150
: 250
: 350
: 450
: 550
: 650
: 750
: 850
; 950
:1050
:1150
:1250
:1350
;1450
:0000
: 813
:1350
:1900
:2440
:2980
:3520
:4160
:4600
:5150
:5700
:6230
:6780
:7320
:7860
:10.38
:10.38
;10.38
:10.38
:10.38
:10.38
:10.38
:10.38
:10.38
:10.38
:10.39
:10.40
:10.40
:10.43
:10.50
a
< «>
® A
> o
O 0
^ H
H Pi
Cd O
o6^
•H
•P -P
u a
9 O
0.00:
0.10;
0.19:
0.37:
0.57:
0.97:
•H
n
0
«
H
03
o
•H
•P
a
«
A
o
d
K
o
•p
«p
o
ia
9.80
9.80
9.71
9.62
9.45
9.27
8.80
0.00:
0.00:
0.01:
0.01:
0.04:
0.07:
0.13:
0.13:
0.18:
0.19:
10.49
10.49
10.45
10.46
10.44
10.41
10.36
10.36
10.31
10.30
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
11.09
11.09
11.09
11.09
11.09
11.09
11.07
11.09
11.09
11.09
11.09
11.09
11.09
11.09
11.09
I
«
Sa
s o
4>
rH "P CO
« O O
o m ^
•H O
^ ^ fl
a M
« 0)
0.00:
0.09:
0.18:
0.33:
0.53:
1.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.04;
0.03:
0.05:
0.08:
0.13:
0.13:
0.18;
0.19:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00;
0.00:
0.00:
0.02:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
0.00:
o o
as
CO
fi- ^
3 o
H H
00.00
1.00
2.25
4.25
5.75
7.50
10.50
00.00
1.00
2.50
4.00
6.00
7.50
10.50
16.50
19.50
22.00
00.00
1.00
2.00
2.50
4.50
5.50
7.50
8.50
10.50
12.50
14.50
16.00
17.50
21.50
24.00
I
<D 09
)> «>
2
d
H M
«d
d o
O 6-«
e4
«H -P
d
0.03:
0.10:
0.57:
0.83;
1.22:
2.00:
Ji4
O
^ (d
O h#
d o
-p
d -p
H o
pa
0.00:
0.00:
0.06:
0.46:
0.98:
1.22:
2.00:
3.77:
4.60:
5i23:
00.00
1.00
2.25
3.50
5.00
6.50
8.50
00.00
1.00
2.00
3.50
4.50
5.50
6.75
9.25
10.75
12.50
0.00;
0.00:
0.43:
0.43;
0.43:
0.55:
1.00:
1.10:
1.40:
2.07:
2.51:
2.82:
3.11:
4.27:
5.00:
00.00
1.00
2.00
3.50
3.50
5.50
6.25
8.00
9.00
10.25
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
I
o
•
o
""S
(0 -P
4» +>
d o
O CP
N
d
0.03:0.03
0.10:0.10
0.32;0.45
0.57:0.70
0.89:1.06
1.33:1.66
e>
H «
(0 JC3
•P o
d d
O M
t4
•H +3
^ d
itttu
oTc55
0.00
0.00
0.32
0.41
0.55
0.75
1.35
1.85
2.07
:0.00
:0.00
:0.03
:0.40
:0.69
:0.d8
;1.37
:2.56
:3.22
:3.60
0.00:
0.00:
0.43:
0.43:
0.43:
0.55:
0.58:
0.93:
1.10:
1.32:
1.68:
1.82:
1.94:
2.10:
2.33:
0.00
0.00
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.55
0.79
1.01
1.25
1.69
2.09
2.32
2.52
3.09
3.66
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TABLS rtl. DATA fOR AKRAmSJSOTS 40 AND 41, FIELD TESTS.Arrangement
No.
Dynamometer
Reading Load
in Pounds
1
•a
a>oQ pno
•HOO
(Qe-i
a
OM
•H
+
>•+3 Ma
•do
tfi
1«
ox
i >•o
>
2
^
SH
HQ
i COo
Oen
9O
a
J^ertioal
Read
ing
Bottom Inohes rertical
Move- aent
Bottom Inohes Turns
of Top
Jack Horizontal
Movement
Top Inohes Turns
of Bottom
Jack Horizontal
Movement
Bot*
torn
Inohes Av.
Horizon tal
Movement Inches.
40I
56 :0000
9.01
0.00
9.31
O.DO
00.00
:00.00
:00.00
0.00
(5.66
150:
813
9.01
0.00
9.31
0.00
1.00
:00.00
:1.00
0.00
0.00
250
:1350
8.99
0.02
9.26
0.05
3.00:00.33
:3.00
0.33
0.33
o
i
350
:1900
8.90
0.11
9.19
0.12
5.00:
0.81:
5.00
0.81
0.81
450:2440
8.89
0.12
9.13
0.18
6.50 :
1.08:
6.00
0.91
0.99
lO
550
:2980
8.80
0.20
9.10
0.21
8.00:
1.3d:
7.00
1.05
1.21
1
650
:3520
8.76
0.25
9.04
0.27
9.50:
1.67:
8.00
1.16
1.41 ♦
M
750
:4160
8.67
0.34
8.99
0.32
11.25:
2.02:
9.25
1.35
1.68
850
:4600
8.61
0.40
8.96
0.35
13.25:
2.52
:10.50
1.60
2.56
950
:5150
8.54
0.47
3.84
0.47
16.75 :
3.48
:12.50
2.07
2.77
1050
:5700
8.37
0.64
8.80
0.61
19.75:
4.25:14.50
2.51
3.38
4150:0000
9.22
0.00
8.63
0.00
00.00:00.00:00.00
0.00
0.00
150:
660
9.22
0.00
8.83
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
250
:1100
9.20
0.02
8.82
0.01
2.50
0.28:
2.50
0.28
0.28
350
:1550
9.18
0.04
8.80
0.03
4.25
0.67
3.75
0.50
0.58
450:1990
9.13
0.09
8.76
0.07
5.25
0.85
5.25
0.85
0.85
550:2430
9.10
0.12
8.73
0.10
6.25
0.98
6.25
0.98
0.98
650:2870
9.05
0.17
8.68
0.15
8.25-
1.50
7.00
1.08
1.29
750
3310
8.94
0.28
8.57
0.26
10.75
2.16:
9.00
1.58
1.87
* 850:3750
8.89
0.33
8.50
0.33
12.75
2.69
10.50
1.94
2.31
ca
-
950
4200
8.76
0.46
8.40
0.43
16.00:
3.58:13.00
2.58
3.08
•
1050:4640
8.64
0.58
8.27
0.56
19.00:
4.40:
15.00
3.07
3.73
1150
5080
8.49
0.73
8.09
0.74
23.00:
5.56:17.00
3.56
4.56
i 1250:5520
8.36
0.86
7.97
0.86
26.50:
6.10:
19.00
4.10
5.10
M1350
5960
8.30
0.92
7.88
0.95
30.50:
7.73:
22.00
4.90
6.31
1450
6400
8.15
1.07
7.68
1.15
34.50:
8.92<
24.00
5.42
7.17
1550:6850
8.10
1.12
7.62
1.21
38.00:
9.91:
25.50
5.75
7.83
1650:7300
8.05
1.17
7.46
1.37
43.00:
11.44:
27.75
6.35
8.89
1750:7730
7.82
1.40
7.02
1.81
47.00:
12.53:29.25
6.65
9.59
Note
broke). Test on arrangement 41 was dnded at 7730 pound
load. Specimens were not pulled to rupture.
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TABLS XIII. DATA FOR AREANSEMENT 4S. FIELD TESTS.
o
4»
c3
Q>
tc
a
(8
U
« 50
; 150
: 250
: 350
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Kote: Test was ended at 9400 pounds load,
pulled to rupture.
Speoimen was not
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the oonstaat for the equipment. The Jaoks were doable-aoting
and had six threads per Inoh*
The ourres in Figure 41 show the relationship between the
average horizontal movement of the top and bottom of the end
post and the load. The path of travel of the top and bottom
of the end post is shown in Figures 42 and 43. The final average
horizontal movement is shown in Figure 44 and the rupture load is
shown in Figure 45. The top of the post is the height at which
the brace was fastened and the bottom is the ground line.
The first two series of tests were made on constructions
without anchors. From an examlnatioa of the eurres in Figure
41, the failures in these series occurred from3200 pounds to
6700 pounds load, a difference of a little jsore than 100% with
the bulk of the failures occurring between 4000 and 5500 pounds
load. In the first series ot tests, arrangements 19 to 26
inclusive, the end post was 6" in diameter, the brace post 5",
and the compression brace 4**. In the second series, arrangements
S7 to 34 inclusive, the end post was 5" in diameter, the brace
post 4 1/2", and the compression brace 4**. The arrangements may
be divided into three types; orossed brace arrangements,
horizontal brace arrangements and inclined brace post arrange
ments.
Crossed brace arrangements. In the first series of tests,
arrangements 19, 20 and 21, for a change in length of span from
seven feet to nine feet there was a change in holding power
from 4000 pounds to 5100 pounds, and for a change of length of
OOO
N<xse
1000
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Fig. 44. Load at Failure.
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Fig, 45. Average Horizontal Movement of
End Post.
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span from nine feet to eleven feet there was a change in holding
power from 5100 pounds to 5900 pounds. A check run on the eleven
foot span gare a holding power of 5100 pounds. In the second
series of tests, arrangements 30, 31 and 32 for a change in
length of span from seyen feet to nine feet there was a chemge
in holding power from 3300 pounds to 5100 pounds, and for a
change in length of span from nine feet to eleven feet there was
a Ghange in holding power from 5100 pounds to 4200 pounds.
An examination of the curves in Figures 41 and 43 shows
that in general the crossed brace arrangements had the least
horizontal movement at failuire of any of the arrangements in
the first two series, and that failure occurred rapidly after
a certain point. An Increase in length of span did not cause
a consistent increase in holdin;? power as was the case in the
sand tests. The holding power of the arrangements in the
second series was less than that of the first. This could,
possibly be attributed to the change in size of posts but the
inconsistent results indicate that the uncertain properties of
the soil would have an effect on the holding power.
Horizpntal brace arranipements. In the first series of
tests, arrangements 2S, 23 and 24, for a change of length of
span from seven feet to nine feet there was a change in
holding power from 4000 pounds to 6400 pounds, and for a change
of length of span from nine feet to eleven feet there was a
change in holding power from 6400 pounds to 6700 pounds. A
->99-
oheok run on the seran foot span gave a holding power of
4500 pounds* In the second series of tests, arrangements 27,
ZQ £9, for a change of length of span frc»ii seyen feet to
nine feet there vas a change In holding power from 5100 pooads to
4600 pounds and for a change of length of span from nine feet to
eleven feet there was a change of holding power from 4600 pounds
to 5500 pounds* The results again were inconsistent with the
sand tests* An examination of the ouirves in i?'iguro 41 shows that
the horizontal braoe arrangements had more horizontal moTement
at the time of failure than did the crossed brace arrangements.
These arrangements failed gradually without any of the rapid
vertical moTw&ent that was charaoterlstie of the oroesed braoe
arrangements* Typical h<X'lzontal braoe arrangements are shown
in Figures 55 and 36*
Inclined braoe post arrengements. In the first series of
tests, arrangements Z5 and 26, the holding power changed from
5400 pounds to 4600 pounds for a change of brace length from
seven feet to nine feet* In the second series of tests,
arrangements 33 and 34, the holding power changed from 5500
pounds to 6000 pounds for a change of brace length from seven
feet to nine feet. In this case the arrangements with the
smaller diameter posts had the most holding power*
On the basis of the results obtained from the tests on the
first two series of arrangements it would not be possible to
determine the absolute holding power of any one arrangement*
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Xa tha tests on the laodels the sand was confined and the final
fallare was caused ty the Tertioal force on the end post. The
length of span was the factor goTernlng the holding power for
any one type of arrangement. In the tests in the field the earth
was not confined and the factor of failure of the soil changed the
results.
The results of the third series of tests are as follows:
Arrangement 55. This arrangement was selected to deter
mine the effect of lowering the brace on the horizontal brace
arrangement. Xt failed at 5500 poonds. Similar ainnngements
in the first two series failed at loads of 4600 pounds and
6400 pounds respectiTely.
Arrangement 36. This arrangement was two nine foot spans
in series, the first a horizontal brace arrangement, and the
second a crossed brace arrangement. It was not pulled to
ruptui»e. The relationship between the average horizontal
moTement and the load was approximately a straight line as Is
shown in Figure 41. The horizontal morement for a given load
was less In this anangement than In any other arrangement
tested. There was no appreciable Tertical raoTement as is
shown by the curves in Figure 43* There was no twisting or
springing during the test as is shown in ifigure 37. This
arrangement made the best showing of any arrangement tested.
Arrangement 57. This arrangement was selected to deter
mine the effect of the size of post on the holding power. It
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«as a nine foot horizontal braoe arrangoment with a 9** and post.
Failure oeourred at a load of 3500 pounds, whioh la a little
aore than one-half the load at failure of a almilar arrangement
id.th a 6** end post. It was necessary to tan^ the end post la
this arrangemarit because the auger was not large enough to
accommodate a 9** post. Figure 31 shows the failure of the soil
around the base of the end post, if it had pulled out without
rupturing the soil the cause for failure at such a load talght
be attributed to the method of installation, but the failure
was identical to those of similar constructions with 5** and 6" end
posts.
Arrangement 58. This arrangement vas selected to determine
the effect of using a double strand of No. 9 wire for a tension
mender, ^e wire broke at a load of 5000 pounds without pulling
the construction. The wire started stretching at a load of
3500 pounds as is shown in 3'igure 41. The path of travel of the
top and bottom of the end post shows that the top moxed about
twice as far as the bottom with a very small amount of vertical
movement. Figure 43.
Arrangement 59. This arrangement nvas selected to deter-
nine the effect of an anchor on the holding power of an end
construction* The test was ended at a load of 7600 pounds
because the threads on the tension mraiber stripped. The anchor
was a 5* post 30" in length and set at a depth of 2 l/S feet.
The anchor was pulled through the soil, slightlj lifting or
-102-
bulglng the soil abore it*
Arrangeaent 40. This arrangeaent was a nine foot cross
brace arrangeaent with two B" x 4** x 4' anchor luge attached oa
the base of the end post* The test was ended at 5700 pounds
because the brace post failed. The failure of the brace post
was Caused by a ^ot on the opposite side of the point of
fastening of the ooapression brace* This arrangement had nore
horizontal and vertical movement than did arrangement 39,
Arrangement 41. This arrangement was a nine foot hori-
tontal brace arrangement with a 5' end poat set five feet in
the groiuid. The test wae ended at T700 pounds. This arramge*
Bent had an extrraiely large amount of horisontal movement as
compared to the other arrangements that were tested to loads
of this magnitude as is shown in Figure 43. The end post was
bent both above and below the ground line as is shown in Figure
39. The movement of the end post through the soil is shown in
Figure 3S.
Arrangeaent 4g. This arrangement was a double span com
posed of two nine foot hori£ontal brace arrangements. The test
waa ended at 9400 pounds. This arrangement had more vertical
and horizontal movement than did arrangement 36. The arrange
ment after test is shown in Figure 40*
Summary and Conclusions.
(1) In general« an increase in length of span increased
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the holding power.
<2} The crossed brmfie arrangesents had less holding
power than the horlEontal hraoe arrangenents,
(3) The orossftd hrace arrangeaients tended to rise out
of the ground Instantaneously while the horlsontal
brace arrangeaents tended to rise out of the groimd
gradually.
(4) The Inollned brace arrangement did not increase the
holding power as it did in the tests on nodels,
(B) The field tests were not entirely oonsistent with
the tests on models.
(6) The failure of the soil in front of the end posts was
a ooabinatlon of failure in bearing and shear.
(7) A change in dlasetsr of end post did not affeot the
holding power.
(8) An increase in depth of set of the end post Increased
the holding power.
(9) Anchors increased the holding power.
(10) An anchor set separately from the end construction
gave better results than one attached to the base of
the end post.
(11) Two arrangeaents in series gave the bast results
of any oonstruotlon tested.
(12) A doubled strand of No. 9 wire was not sufficient
for a tension member.
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(15) Wood teaaloa nembere were used suooessfully la
those tests.
(14) The post eoaneetor gave cMitlsfaotory results in
these tests.
(16) The safe bearing capacity for the soil la vhloh
^ese tests were made was less than one ton per
square foot.
(16) A change In soil type and condition would change
the results of these tests.
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Sunaary
1. The need for both eoonoralc and engineering studies of
fencing probleaR la ahovn by the present condition of fam
fer.oes as a iriiole.
2. The objeot of thin atudy raa to InTestlgate the oauaaa
for failure In fenoe end and eomar oonstruotlona.
3. Field obsarratlona vere nade to study the evident
causes for failure.
4. The neohanlos of the fenoe end construction was in
vestigated.
5- Tests were made on model end constructions to deteralne
the effect of the arrangement of structural aeaibers.
6. Tests wex*e made in the field on fall scale speeiaeas
to determine the relative iaportanee of the various faotors
oausing failure in end oonstructions.
Conclusions
1. The field study Indicated that the causes for failure
could be divided Into two classes; mechanics and aaterials.
Mechanics.
A. Vertical aovenent of end post.
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B. Horleontal noTmsent of snd post.
0, Inferior woi^an«hlp.
Haterlalg
A. Inadequate eoapression braoe.
B. Inadequate tension brace.
C. Inadequate compression braoe fastener.
D. Structural members of poor durability,
2. The structural analysis and the tests on models showed
that the Tertlcal component on the end post of an unanchored
construction is decreased by increasing the length of span, and
that the length of spaa is the most iaportant factor sffeetiag
the holding power. In the tests on models an increase in hold
ing power of about lOQ^ was obtained by increasing the length
of span of both the crossed and horixontal brace arrangments
from 7 feet to 11 feet full ecale. The field tests were not
entirely consistent with the tests on models because of the
dlffer(»nce in holding medium, and an increase in length of span
Was not always accompanied by an increase In holding power.
However, in general, for iinanchored constructions set 3-1/2 feet
in the ground, an increase In span from 7 feet to 11 feet was
accompanied by an increase in holding power of approximately
78^ for both the horizontal and orossed bi>aee arrangements.
3. Inclining the braoe poet of a horizontal brace arrange
ment increased the holding power very materially In the tests
on models but caused no appreciable change in the field tests.
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4. Crossed braoe arrangements are statleally Indetemlnata
and had a tendency to rise out of the ground Instantaneously
vhlls the horizontal brace arrangesients pulled out slowly. For
the saae span the horlsontal brace arrang^ents had from SOjCto
35% aore holding pover than the crossed brace arrangements in
both the tests on models and the t^sts in ttie field.
5. A change In diameter of the end T>ost fro* 6* to 6* and
the brace post from 6" to 4-1/2" caused no appreciable change
In holding power of unanohored constructions set .Vl/2 feet In
the ground. A 9 foot horizontal brace arrangement with a 9"
end post set 3-1/2 feet held less load than the same arrange
ment with a 6" or 6" end poet.
6. A 9 foot horizontal brace arrangement with a 5* end
post set 6 feet In the ground had more holding power than the
flame arrmgement set 3-1/2 feet In the ground but the end post
bent considerably both above and below the ground line. Thus,
if the depth of set is Increased to Increase the holding power,
a post of larger diameter would be required.
7. Anchoring both the horizontal and crossed brace
arrangements Increased the holding power very materially. Aa
anchor set separately from the end construction on a horizontal
brace arrangement gave better results than an anchor fastened
to the end post on a crossed brace arrangement of tV same
length of span.
8* A double tpaa arrangement gaTe the best results of
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ttay ftrrangenent tested. A horizontal brace arranipement follow
ed by a oroesed brace arrangenent gar^ better results than two
horlsontal brace arrangeaents In series.
9. The load of an end construotlon at the tlae of In-
stsllatlon vari^a from 1000 pounds to 4000 pounds depending
upon the type and asount of fence wire.
10. Calculations and tests show that a double strand of
Ho. 9 gage wire or barbed wire is insufficient for a tension
aerober for an average fence at the tine of stiretohlng.
11. The post connector used In the experlaental work gare
satisfactory rwsults for both tension and ooapresslon braea
fasteners uSierw wood was used for sfttlre struoture.
IS. The usa of rusted pipe and Initially warped woodsn
aeabers constitute the major causes for failures of ooapresslon
menbers. Wood menbers of less than 4" in diameter were not
giving satisfactory service in the field.
13, Tl3e failure of the soil around the base of the end
post was Caused by a combination of failure of the soil in
shear and bearing. The horizontal movement of the end post is
the most important factor affecting the effectiveness of an
end eonstraotloa. The soil In which these testa were made may
b« classed as having a safe bearing capacity of leas than one
ton aquare foot on the basis of compression cmly. Seasonal
changes cause changes In the properties of the layers of soil
near the surface and for this reason a change in soil condition
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or type vould ohang^e the results of these tests.
14. On the hasls of these tests the following obserra-
tlons may be made:
A, Unanohored end constructions set 3-1/2 feet in
the ground are not sufficient for an average
fenee.
B. For a good fenee installation; an anchored ooa*
•truotioQr * eonatruotion with a large end poat
set 5 feet or more in the ground, or a double
span arrangement should be used.
0. Turn* buckles or eye bolts could be substituted
for the i?od used to twist the wire tension
member to eliminate failures caused by the
twisting of the tension member. Wood members or
round mild ateel rods could also be used
suooessfully.
D. Testa over a period of time should be made to
further deteznalne the dimensions of the double
span arrangement and anchored arrangements with
speelal attention to the horizontal movement of
the end post. The post connector should also
be te!^ted over a period of time to further
determine Its practicability and efficiency.
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